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Glossary of Terms
Term

Description

Distribution
Network operator
(DNO)

A company licensed to distribute electricity in Great Britain by
the Office of Gas and Electricity Markets (OfGEM).

National Policy
Statement (NPS)

Document setting out Government Policy on NSIPs

Nationally
Significant
Infrastructure
Project (NSIP)

A development project defined in the Planning Act (2008) that
requires Development Consent by the relevant Secretary of
State subject to the recommendations of the Planning
Inspectorate.

Overhead Line
(OHL)

An electric power line (a conductor) mounted on poles/
pylons or towers above ground level.

Planning
Inspectorate

The body responsible for handling national infrastructure
planning under the Planning Act 2008, and processing
planning and enforcement appeals.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Scope of the document

1.1.1

This document forms a landscape and visual appendix to the alignment selection
report. The content of this report and its associated Annexes has informed:
(i) the decision on which sections of the route alignment options identified in Stage
3a have been considered for undergrounding (set out in Appendix 1.1); and
(ii) the decision on which route alignment options identified in Stage 3a have been
selected as the preferred final alignment (set out within the main alignment
selection report).

1.2

Background

1.2.1

WPD, as a Distribution Network Operator (DNO) is required under section 9 of the
Electricity Act 1989 to provide efficient and economical electrical connections in
terms of network design, taking into account current and reasonably anticipated
future generation demand. As WPD state in their ‘Schedule 9 Statement’ [1], ‘… it
is obliged, under its Licence, to offer least cost, compliant connections to persons
seeking connections to the Distribution system….’

1.2.2

In providing a compliant connection route, an overhead line (OHL) is therefore the
preferred infrastructure since it is the least cost option. However, WPD also must
‘have regard to the desirability’ of preserving natural beauty and ‘seek to do what it
reasonably can to mitigate’ the effect of its activities on the countryside, geological
and physiographical features, flora, fauna, and protected sites, buildings or
structures or objects of historic or archaeological interest [1].

1.2.3

Previous stages of the work to find a suitable connection route have been
undertaken with the above obligations in mind. The studies considered in turn,
options for broad route corridors, selection of a preferred corridor (or corridors),
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and options for 300m wide route alignments within the preferred corridor(s). At
each stage only suitable OHL alignments were considered, although it was
envisaged that in some especially sensitive locations, undergrounding of the
cables may be needed to reach an acceptable solution.
1.2.4

As a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP), the 132 kV Brechfa
Connection project should be assessed within the framework of, amongst other
things, the relevant National Policy Statement (NPS) – in this case NPS EN-1
(Overarching National Policy Statement for Energy, July 2011[2]) and NPS EN-5
(National Policy Statement for Electricity Networks Infrastructure, July 2011 [3]).
Consideration of undergrounding of an OHL is a consideration within the relevant
NPS.

1.3

Purpose and approach

1.3.1

This document comprises a preliminary landscape and visual impact assessment
of the likely residual effects of the proposed development. It has been prepared
following the identification of a number of 300m wide alignment options within
preferred corridors and following Stage 2 consultation involving statutory
consultees, individual potentially affected landowners and the general public. The
purpose of this preliminary landscape and visual assessment has been to identify
the likely residual landscape and visual effects of an overhead line within
each of the various corridor options under consideration. This preliminary
assessment of likely residual effects has been used to inform both undergrounding
and route selection decisions explained in Appendix 1.1 and within the main route
selection document.

1.3.2

The preliminary landscape and visual assessment of the route alignment options
has been approached as follows:


The various 300m wide potential route alignment corridors (elsewhere referred
to as either the ‘alignment options’ or the ‘scoping boundary’) have been
identified as passing through twenty-four different project landscape character
areas (pLCAs). These have been identified through a combination of desktop
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(principally using Landmap) and field study (see Figure 1);


Landscape and visual baseline information has been collated for each pLCA in
the form of a series of worksheets (see Annex A). This has included
photographic information relating to all potential alignment options (see Annex
B). Viewpoint locations have been agreed with statutory consultees as part of
the parallel process of scoping the landscape and visual impact assessment;



The sensitivity of each of the pLCAs to both the landscape and visual effects
of an overhead line has been assessed;



Consideration has been given to the practicability of mitigating the potential
effects of an overhead line in each pLCA (both in terms of embedded design
decisions and in terms of the desirability, practicability and likely effectiveness
of introducing screen planting); and



A preliminary professional judgement has been reached on the significance of
the likely residual landscape and visual effects of an overhead line in each
pLCA.

1.3.3

Identification of the likely residual effects of an overhead line within each pLCA
has then allowed consideration of:


Whether these effects would be likely to amount to ‘serious concerns’ as
referenced in NPS EN-5 (see Appendix 1.1); and, in those cases where they
might;



Whether an underground solution in each pLCA would introduce any
additional concerns (i.e. to identify any pLCAs that might display equal or
higher sensitivity to the effects of pursuing an underground solution); and



An opinion on which sections of the alignment options within which pLCAs
should go forward for detailed consideration of undergrounding alongside
other considerations including effects on the ecological and historic
environment as well as cost (see Appendix 1.1).
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1.3.4

This preliminary landscape and visual assessment document is structured as
follows:


Section 2 provides additional information regarding the methodology and
criteria used to identify and assess the various pLCAs. This includes brief
consideration of the relationship of this preliminary assessment to that which
will be undertaken in more detail as part of the environmental impact
assessment (EIA) of the final alignment1;



Section 3 summarises the assessment of landscape and visual sensitivity and
the assessment of the likely residual landscape and visual effects of an
overhead line within each pLCAs. This section draws on the series of detailed
worksheets for each pLCAs included at Annex A; and



Section 4 concludes with a list of the pLCAs where, from a purely landscape
and visual perspective, ‘serious concerns’ may be triggered. This provides the
starting point for the consideration of undergrounding contained in Appendix
1.1. For those pLCAs identified, the worksheets included at Annex A also
contain consideration of any additional landscape and visual concerns that
might arise if undergrounding were to be pursued.

1.3.5

This Appendix is supported by the following:


A series of worksheets undertaken for each pLCA potentially affected by the
development. In several cases more than one worksheet has been completed
for different parts of a pLCA to help differentiate between the likely residual
effects of different alignment options within the same pLCA;



A series of plans illustrating the extent of the pLCAs and the significance of the
likely residual landscape and visual effects of an overhead line upon them;
and

1

The final alignment is the connection route (overhead or underground) within defined Limits of Deviation, which will
be the subject of the DCO application. Subsequent detailed design will determine the final pole locations and
undergrounding sections within the defined Limits of Deviation
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Selected viewpoint photographs.
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2

Methodology

2.1

Delineation of pLCAs

2.1.1

Project landscape character areas (pLCAs) were delineated not only to identify
areas of consistent landscape character but also to identify sections of the
alignment options where landscape and visual sensitivity to an overhead line and
the case for undergrounding would be likely to be broadly consistent. This
approach assisted clear consideration of the case for undergrounding (as set out
in Appendix 1.1) and a clear comparative assessment of options (i.e. it was
intended that the case for undergrounding would be essentially consistent within
each pLCA and that the significance of likely residual effects would also vary very
little). Delineation of the boundaries of the pLCAs has principally been based on
the following:


Carmarthenshire Landmap visual and sensory Level 3 aspect area
boundaries;



Modification of Landmap visual and sensory boundaries wherever appropriate
to make them consistent with relevant existing or proposed SLA designations;
and



Amalgamation or further subdivision of the visual and sensory aspect areas
where field observation along the route suggested this to be appropriate. This
judgement relied on an analysis of the sensitivity of the landscape to the
development based on consideration of relevant key landscape characteristics
(a preliminary list of these relevant key landscape characteristics is given
below). Such sub-division generally occurred where there were major
changes in topography or landcover such that the effects of an overhead line
and the case for considering undergrounding would vary to a significant
degree.

2.1.2

The identified pLCAs are shown on Figure 1.
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2.2

The pLCA worksheets

2.2.1

One or more summary worksheets is provided for each pLCA at Annex A. These
provide a consistent summary of the assessment of each pLCA covering baseline
conditions, the assessment of landscape and visual sensitivity (including
landscape evaluation) and the preliminary assessment of the significance of the
likely residual effects of an overhead line. The worksheets reflect a combination of
both desktop and field assessment.

2.2.2

Field assessment of each pLCA has been supported by the parallel EIA scoping
process to identify, agree and photograph viewpoint locations for the detailed
assessment of the final preferred route. Photography of agreed viewpoints began
before the preferred route was selected to enable images to be captured early in
spring before foliage had become fully established. The ongoing route selection
and design process and iterative approach to the assessment has meant that
some viewpoint positions were agreed and photographed for routes that have not
subsequently been selected.

2.2.3

Annex B therefore contains baseline photographs for agreed viewpoints along
most alignment options and these images support the information provided by the
worksheets. The majority of the viewpoint locations illustrated in Annex B
correspond with specific locations discussed with NRW and CCC. The reference
numbers used for each location reflect their status in regard to this parallel scoping
process in that:


VP01 – VP45 are viewpoint locations proposed by the project and agreed by
CCC and NRW (gaps indicate suggested locations that were subsequently
rejected);



AJA05 – AJA06 are additional viewpoint locations requested by CCC and
NRW which have subsequently been photographed (gaps indicate requested
locations that were subsequently rejected/not accessed); and



AVP01 – AVP09 are additional locations photographed by the project in
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response to CCC and NRW comments but not yet agreed with them (gaps
indicate locations that were subsequently rejected).
2.2.4

These three sets of reference numbers are used in the corresponding worksheets
in Annex A and on the viewpoint location plan at Figure 3.

2.2.5

The following paragraphs explain the approach to the various sections of the pLCA
worksheets in more detail.

2.3

Baseline assessment

2.3.1

The baseline assessment for each pLCA has been based on:


A desktop assessment – primarily drawing on information provided by
Landmap and in relation to proposed SLAs; and


2.3.2

Field work.

Each pLCA has been set within its regional landscape character context. All five
aspects within Landmap have been considered although the primary focus has
been on the visual and sensory aspect. A detailed review of Landmap data has
enabled key landscape characteristics recorded therein against all five aspects to
be highlighted. It is noted, however, that observations contained in Landmap
relate to the overall aspect area and their relevance to the specific area of
landscape within the identified 300m corridors may vary. The desktop analysis of
relevant key characteristics identified by Landmap is therefore supplemented by
consideration of relevant landscape characteristics identified in the field. These
field observations focus on ‘ground-truthing’ observations made by Landmap and
consideration of the landscape context in light of the objectives of the Holford
Rules for OHL routeing.

2.3.3

The baseline assessment has also been informed by photographic information
captured on site.

2.4

Assessment of sensitivity to an overhead line
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2.4.1

This preliminary landscape and visual impact assessment has initially focused on
the sensitivity of the different pLCAs to the landscape and visual effects of an
OHL. In large part the assessment of sensitivity has assumed a development
comprising wooden poles of typically 15m in height. In some northern pLCAs,
however (pLCAs 13 to 15) the assessment of sensitivity has acknowledged the
possibility of low steel gantries rather than wooden poles to enable longer spans to
be achieved across valley landforms.

2.4.2

In reference to the Holford Rules and specifically in relation to effects on
landscape character, the assessment of landscape character sensitivity has been
informed by the following indicators of higher character susceptibility (these
indicators have been agreed with statutory consultees through the parallel EIA
scoping process):


Areas of heavily undulating, steeply sloping or elevated topography and
ridgelines combined with an open field pattern and prominent, open slopes
and skylines – where skyline visibility could increase levels of perceived
change in character;



Absence of moderate levels of mature tree cover which would help to visually
absorb the appearance of the typically 15 m high OHL whilst not necessitating
substantial tree removal;



Narrow, linear areas of common landscape character where the effects of a
linear development (whether along or across the linear character area) might
be exaggerated by topographical form or other linear landscape features (for
example, distinct, narrow valleys framed by steeply sloping sides where the
development might result in disproportionate change compared to wider, less
defined areas of landscape);



Small scale, enclosed valleys (i.e. those that do not meet the Holford Rule test
of being ‘moderately open with woods’);



Areas currently generally free of distinctly man-made or engineered features
(excluding overhead lines – see below) where the balance in the landscape
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between human and natural influences tends more to the latter, where
landscape patterns and forms tend to be organic rather than geometric (e.g.
including irregular field patterns); and


Areas already strongly influenced by existing electricity infrastructure and
telegraph poles (i.e. an increased risk of an adverse ‘wirescape’ occurring –
including at the southern connection point west of Llandyfaelog).

2.4.3

The overall assessment of landscape sensitivity combines judgements regarding
the susceptibility of landscape characteristics (as outlined above) with
consideration of landscape value. For this preliminary landscape assessment
landscape value has principally drawn on information provided through SLA
designation (existing and proposed) and by Landmap - in particular the various
evaluation criteria set out under the visual and sensory aspect (scenic quality,
integrity, character and rarity). Once again, however, these Landmap evaluations
relate to overall aspect areas and their relevance to the specific landscape within
the identified 300m wide corridors will vary. Landmap evaluations have therefore
been ‘ground-truthed’ and modified through site work relating to the specific
corridors under consideration (i.e. Landmap evaluations may principally refer to
aspects and areas of the landscape not potentially affected by an overhead line or
by the alignment options under consideration).

2.4.4

The assessment of each pLCA considers sensitivity to both the potential
landscape effects and the potential visual effects of an overhead development. In
doing so it is acknowledged that visual sensitivity resides with individual people in
specific locations and, as such, a broad judgement on visual sensitivity across an
identified area must be approached with caution. A broad-brush visual
assessment to enable comparison of potential visual effects is nevertheless
considered helpful to assist decision making on undergrounding and on alignment
options. The approach taken in this preliminary assessment has sought to
differentiate general levels of visual sensitivity across the overall scoping area by
considering the following within each pLCA:
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The general frequency of higher sensitivity visual receptors (e.g. the frequency
of residential properties and public footpaths (especially promoted routes)
within any given pLCA) ; and



Broad observations about the visual context (e.g. relative levels of visual
openness or enclosure and the contextual presence of other engineered
features).

2.4.5

To assist clarity, the worksheets provided for each pLCA at Annex A provide three
separate judgements of:


The landscape character sensitivity of the pLCA based on its key
characteristics;



General levels of visual sensitivity across the pLCA; and



A combined ‘summary’ judgement of the overall landscape and visual
sensitivity of each pLCA to assist clear and simple decision making regarding
undergrounding and between options.

2.4.6

It is anticipated that this ‘summary’ assessment of overall landscape and visual
sensitivity will not be carried forward into the detailed assessment of the final
preferred alignment at EIA stage. The landscape and visual chapter of the ES will
instead clearly differentiate between the landscape and visual effects of the
development and will address the varying sensitivity of individual visual receptors
of different categories and in different specific locations.

2.4.7

Assessments of sensitivity have been based on a scale comprising Very High,
High, Medium through to Low.

2.5

Assessment of the significance of likely residual effects

2.5.1

At this stage in the process a final alignment for each alternative corridor has not
been determined. This preliminary landscape and visual assessment has
therefore been carried out for a series of alignment options comprising 300m wide
corridors. To draw conclusions on the likely residual landscape and visual effects
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of an overhead line within these different 300m wide corridors it has been
necessary to make the following broad assumptions:


That further detailed design will, in due course, identify a precise alignment
within the 300m wide corridor that will in large part avoid unnecessary impacts
with avoidable features (such as avoidable smaller areas of woodland, field
boundaries and tree lines);



That, wherever practicable, the precise alignment within the 300m wide
corridor would maintain a distance of at least 60m and preferably 100m from
residential properties. Where no other clear constraints exist, it has generally
been assumed that the final alignment would pass at an approximate midpoint between two properties located within or close to the 300m wide corridor;



That the ‘best practicable’ alignment within the 300m corridor would be chosen
to take maximum practicable advantage of topographical and landcover
opportunities to minimise effects; and



All reasonable opportunities would be taken to introduce additional screen
planting where appropriate and feasible (in practice the assessment at this
stage has identified very few locations where screen planting might be a
desirable and feasible mitigation of an overhead development).

2.5.2

The assessment of the likely significance of residual landscape and visual effects
within each pLCA has been based on the following five point scale:

2.5.3



Highly Significant (Major);



Significant (Major-Moderate);



Significant (Moderate);



Not Significant (Minor-Moderate); or



Not Significant (Minor).

The adoption by this preliminary landscape and visual impact assessment of this
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five point scale and the specific wording used seeks to balance the two following
objectives:


The division of two levels of ‘not significant’ and three levels of ‘significant’
seeks consistency with how the conclusions of the EIA for the final alignment
will be reported (i.e. differentiation between ‘significant’ and ‘not significant’
effects in line with EIA requirements); and



The differentiation of three levels of ‘significant’ effect (not an EIA requirement)
seeks to assist identification of those locations that might meet the higher test
of ‘serious concerns’ in the context of NPS EN-5.

2.5.4

The three upper categories of this five point scale can therefore be interpreted in
the following way:


‘Highly Significant (Major)’ has been used to indicate locations where the
preliminary landscape and visual assessment suggests that an overhead
development is reasonably certain to result in ‘serious concerns’ (therefore
triggering the need for wider consideration of the case for undergrounding);



‘Significant (Major-Moderate)’ has been used to indicate locations where the
preliminary landscape and visual assessment suggests that an overhead
development may result in ‘serious concerns’ (therefore also triggering the
need for wider consideration of the case for undergrounding); and



‘Significant (Moderate)’ has been used to indicate locations where the
preliminary landscape and visual assessment suggests that an overhead
development may result in some ‘significant’ effects (in EIA terms) but that
these would not amount to ‘serious concerns’ in the context of EN5 (therefore
not triggering the need for wider consideration of the case for
undergrounding).

2.6

Relationship of the preliminary assessment to the final ES

2.6.1

In undertaking this preliminary landscape and visual assessment of alignment
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options the desirability of consistency with the future findings of the ES for the final
alignment is acknowledged. In this respect it is anticipated that the assessment of
the final scheme will not reach substantially different conclusions as to either the
sensitivity of each pLCA to an overhead line or the significance of the effect upon
it. Nevertheless it is emphasised here that this preliminary landscape and visual
assessment has been undertaken as part of the iterative design and assessment
process and specifically to aid decision making regarding possible undergrounding
and selection of the preferred option. It has been based on the information
available at this stage in the process. Following both detailed design and detailed
assessment apparent inconsistencies between the conclusions of this interim
exercise and the final ES may emerge. These are considered unavoidable as
each stage in the process can only reflect the level of detailed information
available and considered to be reasonable and adequate for the purposes in hand.
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3

Likely residual effects

3.1

Introduction

3.1.1

The worksheets contained at Annex A provide a detailed but preliminary
assessment of the significance of the likely residual landscape and visual effects
of an overhead line within each pLCA. These are supported by a series of
baseline photographs in Annex B.

3.1.2

Although the content of the worksheets generally relates to an OHL development
on wooden poles the assessment of pLCAs 13 to 15 (the northern corridor option
in the vicinity of Gwernogle) allows for the possibility of some low steel gantries to
enable longer spans over valley landforms (any steel gantries are also anticipated
to be not significantly greater than approximately 20m in height).

3.2

Summary of likely residual landscape and visual effects

3.2.1

Figure 2 provides a graphic illustration of the preliminary assessment’s
conclusions regarding the significance of the likely residual landscape and visual
effects of an overhead line within each pLCA.

3.2.2

3.2.3

Figure 2 shows that higher levels of likely significance are primarily anticipated at:


The Towy valley (pLCAs 5 to 8);



The Cothi Valley (pLCAs 16, 17, 20, 22, 23 and 24); and



pLCAs that coincide with areas of proposed SLA (largely as given above).

An important observation is the relatively higher level of likely significance
associated with all of the options for the connection between the proposed Brechfa
West and Brechfa East substations.
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4

Summary and conclusions

4.1

Likelihood of ‘serious concerns’

4.1.1

As previously set out, the approach taken in this preliminary landscape and visual
assessment has been to identify where ‘serious concerns’ in the context of NPS
EN-5 are either considered reasonably certain from a landscape and visual
perspective (anticipated Highly Significant (Major) residual effects) or where they
may arise (anticipated Significant (Major-Moderate) residual effects) based on an
overhead line. In the latter case, the conclusion of the preliminary assessment is
that ‘serious concerns’ from a purely landscape and visual perspective would
probably not arise but that the sensitivity of these locations and the likelihood of
some significant landscape and visual effects merits careful and detailed
consideration of the case for undergrounding from the wider environmental,
technical and cost perspectives.

4.1.2

Locations where serious landscape and visual concerns are either reasonably
certain or may occur have been identified as follows (a summary explanation is
given for each):


pLCA 7: an overhead line across this part of the Towy valley is considered
feasible from the landscape and visual perspective but the highly valued
nature of this location suggests that the case for undergrounding requires
wider consideration.



pLCA 8: although this part of the Towy valley is considered less sensitive in
landscape terms than pLCA7, its continuity with the wider valley to the south;
the proposed extension of the Towy valley SLA to include this area; and the
presence of visual receptors suggests that the case for undergrounding here
requires wider consideration.



pLCA 17: the linear nature of this steep sided valley within the SLA is
considered highly sensitive to the effects of an overhead line.
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pLCA 22: the visually prominent and steep valley sides within the SLA are
considered highly sensitive to the effects of an overhead line.



pLCA 23: the visually prominent, open and steep valley sides which are
currently free of engineered influences and within the SLA are considered
highly sensitive to the effects of an overhead line.

4.1.3

The sections of the route alignment options within these pLCAs have been carried
forward for detailed consideration of undergrounding in Appendix 1.1.

4.2

The landscape and visual effects of undergrounding

4.2.1

For those pLCAs identified above and considered in detail in Appendix 1.1,
consideration has been given in the worksheets contained at Annex A to variations
in the level of effect that would likely arise in different pLCAs were an underground
solution to be pursued.

4.2.2

In general terms the landscape and visual sensitivity of each pLCA to the effects of
an underground cable would be lower than for an overhead line. Effects would be
largely temporary (during the construction period) in any areas where landcover
could be successfully restored. However, the assessment considers whether
landcover within some pLCAs would be particularly susceptible to trenching.
Furthermore, consideration has been given to the effects that trenching would
have on the future management of the landscape (hedgerows would generally be
restored but mature tree cover would not be feasible directly above or in proximity
to a buried cable).

4.2.3

The principal purpose of this process has been to confirm that undergrounding
would not be a less desirable landscape option than overhead in any pLCA. The
conclusion reached is that undergrounding would be the preferred landscape and
visual option in each case. In each case broad assumptions have been made on
the likelihood that undergrounding would follow existing highway routes and/or
avoid wooded areas.

4.2.4

This information is referenced by Appendix 1.1 which considers the wider case for
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undergrounding.
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Annex A: Assessment Worksheets
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Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 1: Nant Morlais West of Llandyfaelog
Regional Landscape Character
Area Context

Gwendraeth Vales

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

Mosaic Lowland Valleys

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

CRMRTVS400 Gwendraeth Fach* (CRMRTVS936 LLansaint Coastal
Hills)

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

Moderate –“Of local importance for its scenic qualities, an attractive
river valley”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

High –“Little interrupts this agricultural landscape.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

Moderate –“A number of visual elements repeated throughout this
valley, field shape, position of farms woods etc, small settlements”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

Moderate –“One of a number of small fairly wide river valleys in the
county”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

Moderate –“Scores moderate against 3 criteria, considered to be of
local importance. An attractive river valley, agricultural landscape, not
spoilt but not remarkable in any way, moderate towards high but
considered to be of local importance rather than regional.”

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTGL202 Iscoed – Ferryside, CRMRTGL201 Llanddarog Banycoed

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH042 Llansaint North

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL39490 Morlais Valley, CRMRTHL39492 Llandyfaelog,
Llangyndeyrn

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTCL061 Rural Carmarthenshire




Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP

Special Landscape Area
Designation?




no

medium scale, enclosed landscape with topography of hills and
valleys and landcover of field pattern and mosaic
gentle shallow valley, scenically attractive and rural in character,
where agriculture is the dominant land use, with some woodlands
woodland cover associated with lower ground along the Morlais
stream
sparsely settled away from the B roads that cross this valley rather
than run along it, with small settlements on these roads
the Morlais Valley is historically not a rare landscape within the
county, containing little in the way of significant individual
landscape elements, however the Llandyfaelog Llangyndeyrn to
the north is seen as having greater historic significance as a good
example of Carmarthenshire lowland farming with little modern
development to hinder its completeness



Relevant landscape
characteristics identified in the
field






Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line

existing wirescape of low voltage overhead lines, pylons and
telegraph poles
undulating topography with a generally open structure and areas of
higher ground with open skylines
mature deciduous woodland along steep, narrow river valley sides
open pastoral, medium sized field structure with strong pattern of
hedgerow boundaries and few hedgerow trees
roads lined with high hedgerow planted on top of banks that create
localised areas of enclosure screening views
traffic along the Carmarthen Road interrupts sense of tranquillity

medium-low

Visual Receptors
Residential

4no. scattered farmsteads

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

Carmarthen Road connecting Ferryside to Llandyfealog

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

Llandyfaelog 20 (just outside area)

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

none

Viewpoint Numbers

1

General Visual Sensitivity

low (relatively few visual receptors)

Landscape and Visual Summary






Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line

medium-low





Likely residual effects of an
overhead line






undesignated area
landscape features within this area are not of special significance
shallow valley landform
few visual receptors

valley landform would help to absorb development
the proposed over head line would add to the existing wire-scape
of overhead lines, telegraph poles and pylons, which already have
a strong presence within the area
the open field structure combined with the undulating topography
would result in localised instances of skylining along open hilltops
the lack of mature hedgerow trees reduces the capacity of the
landscape to absorb the visual effects of the overhead line
the construction of the overhead line would result in the removal of
some deciduous woodland along the Morlais Stream, which is of
significance due to the low levels of woodland within this area,
however the woodland would assist in absorbing continuous views
of the line
visual receptors are less frequent in this area
mitigation through additional planting would have little screening
effect in this area due to the close proximity of residential
properties and would not be in keeping with the existing character
of the field pattern

Significance of likely residual
landscape and visual effects of
an overhead line

not significant (minor-moderate)

Case for Undergrounding

consideration of undergrounding is not considered to be necessary in
this location

Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 2: Coastal Hills North West of Llandyfaelog
Regional Landscape Character
Area Context

Gwendraeth Vales (Taf Tywi and Gwendraeth Esturies)

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

Mosaic Rolling Lowland

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

CRMRTVS936 LLansaint Coastal Hills*

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

High –“On account of the rolling hills and the coastal views that area
provides.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

High –“Little interrupts this landscape other than a line of pylons on the
eastern side.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

High –“Distinct character due to the influence of the coast a more open
landscape, fewer trees than similar areas further inland. Distinct red
soils, broad hedges, the hill top settlement of Llansaint.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

Moderate –“The hills on the other side of the estuary are similar in
many ways.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

High –“An attractive rhythmically rolling rural landscape, little interrupts
it other than the pylons. Views towards the coast and estuary in places,
as well as the hill top settlement of Llansaint give the area a distinct
character. The area scores high on account of its scenic qualities, its
integrity and its character.”

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTGL201 Llanddarog - Banycoed

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH042 Llansaint North

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL40219 CROESYCEILOG-CWMFFRWD, CRMRTHL39492
LLANDYFAELOG, LLANGYNDEYRN

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTCL010 Tywi Valley RHL, CRMRTCL061Rural Carmarthenshire




Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP






Special Landscape Area
Designation?



medium scale, open landscape of rolling hills
landcover pattern of fields and mosaic
strong field boundaries, relatively few trees compared to other parts
of the county creating a feeling of exposure
scattered rural farms and fairly busy country roads
pylons cross a section of the area
historically complete with little modern development or intrusion
and most landscape elements surviving, however not rare within
the county
southern-most point falls into the UDP 2006 Lower Towy Valley
SLA
proposals to reduce the extent of this SLA within the LDP 2011
awaiting adoption will result in the area not falling into an SLA




Relevant landscape
characteristics identified in the
field






Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line

existing wirescape of low-voltage overhead lines, pylons, telephone
wires and a single telecoms mast
undulating topography with a generally open structure and areas of
higher ground with open skylines
mosaic of mainly pastoral agricultural fields, hedgerow with area of
marsh and bands of riparian trees along northern field boundaries
irregular fields vary in size with strong hedgerow field boundaries
and few hedgerow trees
roads lined with high hedgerow planted on top of banks that create
localised areas of enclosure screening views
newly planted woodland present on damp ground at Uplands Arms
has the potential for future screening
busy A484 interrupts the sense of tranquillity

medium

Visual Receptors
Residential

10no. scattered farmsteads

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

minor roads , A484

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

PRoW Llandyfaelog 20
National Cycle Route 4

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

none

Viewpoint Numbers

2,3,4

General Visual Sensitivity

low


Landscape and Visual Summary

Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line

medium-low




Likely residual effects of an
overhead line

an undesignated, medium-scale, open landscape with features not
considered to be of special significance
relatively few visual receptors






the proposed over head line would increase the existing wire-scape
of overhead lines, telegraph poles and pylons, which already have
a strong presence within the area
the open field structure combined with the generally elevated
topography would result in localised instances of skylining across
open hilltops
the lack of mature hedgerow trees and woodland over the majority
of the area reduces the capacity of the landscape to absorb the
visual effects of the overhead line
newly planted woodland present at Uplands Arms has the potential
for screening views in the long term future
the construction of the line would result in the removal of very little
vegetation
visual receptors are generally less frequent, however national cycle
route 4 may result in greater numbers of cyclists in this region
compared to areas further south
additional screen planting is not considered to be practicable in
significantly mitigating visual effects within this area

Significance of likely residual
landscape and visual effects of
an overhead line

not significant (minor-moderate)

Case for Undergrounding

consideration of undergrounding not considered to be necessary in this

location

Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 3: Southwest of Bancycapel
Regional Landscape Character
Area Context

Gwendraeth Vales (Taf Tywi and Gwendraeth Esturies)

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

Fringe Open Rolling Lowland (fringed to north west by Mosaic
Rolling Lowland)

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

CRMRTVS960 Middleton Hills *( CRMRTVS936 LLansaint Coastal
Hills)

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

Moderate –“Overall this is not considered to be an area of high scenic
quality. However within the area there are some areas worthy of note
such as the landscape that forms the setting for the National Botanic
Garden. Views from the area are of high scenic quality, particularly
those towards the Tywi valley.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

Moderate –“The area is disrupted by the A48 [T] corridor, but otherwise
little disrupts this landscape.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

Moderate –“There is visual unity in this area, with a repeated pattern of
visual features across the area. There are few distinguishing features,
but extensive views from the area north towards the Tywi valley.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

Moderate –“There are several areas of rolling lowland in the county, all
slightly different.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

Moderate –“Overall this is not considered to be an area of high scenic
quality. However within the area there are some areas worthy of note
such as the landscape that forms the setting for the National Botanic
Garden. Views from the area are of high scenic quality, particularly
those towards the Tywi valley. The area is disrupted by the A48 [T]
corridor, but otherwise little disrupts this landscape. There is visual unity
in this area, with a repeated pattern of visual features across the area.
There are few distinguishing features, but extensive views from the area
north towards the Tywi valley. There are several areas of rolling lowland
in the county, all slightly different.”

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTGL201 Llanddarog – Banycoed,

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH042 Llansaint North

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL39492 LLANDYFAELOG, LLANGYNDEYRN

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTCL061 Rural Carmarthenshire

Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP






medium-scale, open landscape of rolling/undulating topography
landcover of field pattern and mosaic
fairly strong field boundaries on medium sized fields
historically complete with little modern development or intrusion
and most landscape elements surviving, however not rare within
the county

Special Landscape Area
Designation?

no



Relevant landscape
characteristics identified in the
field








Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line

gently undulating but locally relatively elevated landscape with wide
open skylines dominated by an open structure of irregular, medium
size fields
strong hedgerow field boundaries with clusters of mature hedgerow
trees to the centre of the area, otherwise hedgerow trees are
sparse
no woodland other than a single copse of trees
high hedges planted on top of banks along roadsides create
localised screening
existing wirescape of telephone wires and low-voltage overhead
lines is considered to be consistent with general levels of
wirescape within the wider route as a whole, however pylons are
present on the southern boundary of this area
views of small scale single wind turbines in close proximity to the
route corridor
little settlement within the area
at a local level not considered to be of particular scenic value

medium

Visual Receptors
Residential

2no. scattered farmsteads within area, (6no. scattered farms and Bancy
Capel hamlet in relatively close proximity to the area boundary)

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

minor roads

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

Llandyfaelog10 (views from adjacent Llandyfaelog13)

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

none

Viewpoint Numbers

5,6,7

General Visual Sensitivity

low


Landscape and Visual Summary

Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line




medium -low



Likely residual effects of an
overhead line





Significance of likely residual
landscape and visual effects of
an overhead line

an undesignated, medium-scale landscape not considered to be of
particular scenic value at a local level
landscape features not of special significance
relatively few visual receptors

the proposed over head line would have a marked effect upon the
to the south of the area as it passes beneath the existing pylons
increasing existing wire-scape
skylining would occur due to the elevated topography and lack of
woodland and mature trees in this area increasing the prominence
of the development
some substantial hedgerows would help to absorb the effects of the
development
relatively few numbers of visual receptors in this area
additional screen planting is not considered to be practicable in
significantly mitigating visual effects within this area

not significant (minor-moderate)

Case for Undergrounding

consideration of undergrounding not considered to be necessary in this
location

Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 4a: Middleton Hills West of Cwmffrwd
Regional Landscape Character
Area Context

Taf, Tywi and Gwendraeth Esturies; Tywi Valley

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

Open Rolling Lowland

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

Middleton Hills (CRMRTVS960)*

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

Moderate – “Overall this is not considered to be an area of high scenic
quality. However within the area there are some areas worthy of note
such as the landscape that forms the setting for the National Botanic
Garden. Views from the area are of high scenic quality, particularly
those towards the Tywi valley.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

Moderate - “The area is disrupted by the A48 [T] corridor, but otherwise
little disrupts this landscape.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

Moderate - “There is visual unity in this area, with a repeated pattern of
visual features across the area. There are few distinguishing features,
but extensive views from the area north towards the Tywi valley.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

Moderate – “There are several areas of rolling lowland in the county, all
slightly different.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

Moderate - “Overall this is not considered to be an area of high scenic
quality. However within the area there are some areas worthy of note
such as the landscape that forms the setting for the National Botanic
Garden. Views from the area are of high scenic quality, particularly
those towards the Tywi valley. The area is disrupted by the A48 [T]
corridor, but otherwise little disrupts this landscape. There is visual unity
in this area, with a repeated pattern of visual features across the area.
There are few distinguishing features, but extensive views from the area
north towards the Tywi valley. There are several areas of rolling lowland
in the county, all slightly different.”

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTGL201 Llanddarog – Banycoed, CRMRTGL198 Cwmffrwd,
CRMRTGL197 Nant Pibr, CRMRTGL196 Pen-sorn, CRMRTGL195
Llangunnor

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH042 Llansaint North

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL39492 Llandyfaelog, Llangyndeyrn; CRMRTHL40219
Croesyceilog-Cwmffrwd

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP

CRMRTCL061 Rural Carmarthenshire
CRMRTCL001 M4, A48, A40





medium scale, open landscape of rolling/undulating topography
landcover of field pattern and mosaic
improved grassland with occasional woodland and field boundaries
good although not rare example of a Carmarthenshire agricultural
landscape, the wider area is a typical example of a
Carmarthenshire agricultural landscape with most landscape

elements surviving
Special Landscape Area
Designation?

no



Relevant landscape
characteristics identified in the
field








Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line

rolling agricultural landscape with relatively open valleys and
moderate levels of deciduous woodland along river corridors, valley
sides and areas of damp lowland ground
series of relatively small scale valleys with localised areas of
woodland and settlement
medium, irregular fields with a largely open structure
strong hedgerow field boundaries with few mature hedgerow trees
to the south, but increasing towards the north of the area follow
geometric and curving lines
outside of the A48’s zone of influence the area is tranquil
potential cumulative effects with pylons visible outside of the area
low-voltage overhead lines on single and double posts in close
proximity to proposed route north of Cwmffrwd
on a local level not considered to be of particular scenic value

medium-low

Visual Receptors

Residential

small nucleated settlements of Idole and Cwmffrwd along the A484 and
Heol Bolahaul, 7no.scattered farmsteads within the route corridor
boundary and several adjacent to the boundary

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

A484, minor country lanes and farm access tracks

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

PRoW Llandyfaelog 4, PRoW Llandyfaelog 1, PRoW Llangunnor 7

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

NA

Viewpoint Numbers

6,10,11

General Visual Sensitivity

medium


Landscape and Visual Summary

Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line

medium (largely due to higher number of residential visual receptors)




Likely residual effects of an
overhead line

undesignated landscape not considered to be of significant scenic
value
relatively large number of visual receptors






mature hedgerow trees and blocks of deciduous woodland would
assist in visually absorbing the appearance of the overhead line
the relatively open valleys would provide hill backgrounds to assist
in visually absorbing the appearance of the overhead line in lower
areas
skylining would occur on localised hilltops, accentuated by small
scale valleys with sometimes steeply sloping topography and the
lack of mature trees in these areas
the construction of the line would not require the removal of large
amounts of vegetation
crossing wires would potentially occur north of Cwmffrwd, in an
area adjacent to residential properties where the sense of
enclosure is heightened by mature trees
relatively larger numbers of visual receptors in this area including
potential longer distance views up the slopes from the north west
localised tree planting could be considered around residential
properties to assist in screening views of the overhead line

Significance of likely residual
landscape and visual effects of
an overhead line

not significant (minor-moderate)

Case for Undergrounding

consideration of undergrounding not considered to be necessary in this
location

Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 4b: Middleton Hills East of Cwmffrwd
Regional Landscape Character
Area Context

Gwendraeth Vales; Tywi Valley

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

Open Rolling Lowland

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

Middleton Hills (CRMRTVS960)*

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

Moderate – “Overall this is not considered to be an area of high scenic
quality. However within the area there are some areas worthy of note
such as the landscape that forms the setting for the National Botanic
Garden. Views from the area are of high scenic quality, particularly
those towards the Tywi valley.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

Moderate - “The area is disrupted by the A48 [T] corridor, but otherwise
little disrupts this landscape.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

Moderate - “There is visual unity in this area, with a repeated pattern of
visual features across the area. There are few distinguishing features,
but extensive views from the area north towards the Tywi valley.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

Moderate – “There are several areas of rolling lowland in the county, all
slightly different.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

Moderate - “Overall this is not considered to be an area of high scenic
quality. However within the area there are some areas worthy of note
such as the landscape that forms the setting for the National Botanic
Garden. Views from the area are of high scenic quality, particularly
those towards the Tywi valley. The area is disrupted by the A48 [T]
corridor, but otherwise little disrupts this landscape. There is visual unity
in this area, with a repeated pattern of visual features across the area.
There are few distinguishing features, but extensive views from the area
north towards the Tywi valley. There are several areas of rolling lowland
in the county, all slightly different.”

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTGL201 Llanddarog – Banycoed, CRMRTGL200 Capel Dewi,
CRMRTGL199 Bwlchymynydd, CRMRTGL198 Cwmffrwd,
CRMRTGL197 Nant Pibr, CRMRTGL196 Pen-sorn, CRMRTGL195
Llangunnor

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH041 Nantycaws, CRMRTLH042 Llansaint North

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL39607 MYNYDD CYFOR, PANT-Y-PARCHELL;
CRMRTHL40219 CROESYCEILOG-CWMFFRWD

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP

CRMRTCL061 Rural Carmarthenshire
CRMRTCL001 M4, A48, A40





medium scale, open landscape of rolling/undulating topography
landcover of field pattern and mosaic
areas of woodland and fairly strong field boundaries on medium
sized fields, with some hedgerow trees
historically the Landscape is 'complete' although not rare with little


Special Landscape Area
Designation?

no




Relevant landscape
characteristics identified in the
field







Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line

modern development/intrusion to hinder the visibility of the overall
landscape and its pattern
typical example of a Carmarthenshire agricultural landscape

medium –scale, open, gently rolling agricultural landscape
generally high levels of openness, especially to the south
increased sense of localised enclosure to the north due to
increased woodland and bands of mature trees along field
boundaries
medium to large fields decreasing in size and regularity to the north
areas of woodland including riparian
strong field boundaries with some high mature hedgerow trees
follow mainly geometric lines, tree cover increases to the north
sense of tranquillity outside of the A48’s zone of influence
simpler, larger scale and more open character than areas of the
Middleton Hills further to the west

medium-low

Visual Receptors

Residential

6no. scattered farmsteads within the route corridor along with the
nucleated hamlet of Bancy Capel and additional scattered farms
present in close proximity to the edge of the corridor boundary

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

B4309, B4306, A48, minor country lanes and farm access tracks

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

PRoW Llangunnor 15, PRoW Llangunnor 21

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

N/A

Viewpoint Numbers

8,9,11

General Visual Sensitivity

low


undesignated landscape not considered to be of particular scenic
value
landscape features not considered to be of special significance
few visual receptors

Landscape and Visual Summary




Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line

medium-low – relatively few visual receptors within a simple, open
landscape with mature hedgerows




Likely residual effects of an
overhead line






the larger scale of the landscape pattern would assist in reducing
the prominence of the overhead line
to the north of the area mature hedgerow trees and blocks of
deciduous woodland would assist in visually absorbing the
appearance of the overhead line
the relatively open, shallow valley to the north would provide hill
backgrounds to assist in visually absorbing the appearance of the
development
skylining would occur on elevated land to the south, occasionally
accentuated by the lack of mature hedgerow trees and woodland
(this is an area with few visual receptors)
the construction of the line would not result in the removal of
substantial areas of vegetation
relatively few visual receptors in this area
additional screen planting is not considered to be practicable in
significantly mitigating visual effects within this area

Significance of likely residual
landscape and visual effects of
an overhead line

not significant (minor)

Case for Undergrounding

consideration of undergrounding not considered to be necessary in this
location

Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 5: Middleton Hills South of Llangunnor (Tyllwyd-mawr)
Regional Landscape Character
Area Context

Tywi Valley

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

Open Rolling Lowland

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

CRMRTVS960 Middleton Hills

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

Moderate –“Overall this is not considered to be an area of high scenic
quality. However within the area there are some areas worthy of note
such as the landscape that forms the setting for the National Botanic
Garden. Views from the area are of high scenic quality, particularly
those towards the Tywi valley.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

Moderate –“The area is disrupted by the A48 [T] corridor, but otherwise
little disrupts this landscape.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

Moderate –“There is visual unity in this area, with a repeated pattern of
visual features across the area. There are few distinguishing features,
but extensive views from the area north towards the Tywi valley.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

Moderate –“There are several areas of rolling lowland in the county, all
slightly different.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

Moderate –“Overall this is not considered to be an area of high scenic
quality. However within the area there are some areas worthy of note
such as the landscape that forms the setting for the National Botanic
Garden. Views from the area are of high scenic quality, particularly
those towards the Tywi valley. The area is disrupted by the A48 [T]
corridor, but otherwise little disrupts this landscape. There is visual unity
in this area, with a repeated pattern of visual features across the area.
There are few distinguishing features, but extensive views from the area
north towards the Tywi valley. There are several areas of rolling lowland
in the county, all slightly different.”

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTGL195 Llangunnor

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH042 Llansaint North

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL40219 Croesyceilog-Cwmffrwd

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTCL010 Tywi Valley RHL

Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP







medium scale, open landscape of rolling/undulating topography
landcover of field pattern and mosaic
historically the landscape is 'complete' with little modern
development/intrusion to hinder the visibility of the overall
landscape and its patterns
the valley is celebrated as an archetypal Welsh landscape and
cultural area
culturally the valley is very vulnerable to gradual loss of distinctive

characteristics through piecemeal cumulative development
pressure


Special Landscape Area
Designation?






Relevant landscape
characteristics identified in the
field








Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line

Upper Towy Valley SLA
Tywi Valley Registered Landscape of Outstanding Historic Interest
in Wales
The southern boundaries of these designations include the
elevated areas of Open Rolling Lowland/Middleton Hills which help
to define the outer southern slopes of the Towy valley.
medium-scale landscape, downward undulating hillside towards the
river Tywi
some areas of steeply sloping ground contributing to visually
prominent and distinct landforms along the southern edge of the
Tywi valley
dominated by open structure of irregular, medium size fields
strong hedgerow field boundaries with few hedgerow trees follow
curving lines
high hedgerow present along roads provides localised screening
no woodland
existing wire-scape of telephone wires and low-voltage overhead
lines is considered to be consistent with general levels of wirescape within the wider route as a whole
landscape interrupted by telecoms masts adjacent to the route
corridor

medium-high (due to both character and SLA designation)

Visual Receptors
Residential

1no. scattered farmstead and 2no. residential properties adjacent to the
route corridor boundary

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

minor roads

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

PRoW Llangunnor 19, PRoW Llangunnor 20

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

N/A

Viewpoint Numbers

13a, 13b

General Visual Sensitivity

low - a relatively enclosed valley with few visual receptors


Landscape and Visual Summary




Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line

medium-high



Likely residual effects of an
overhead line

part of designated landscape therefore considered to be of high
value as part of the Tywi Valley (but nevertheless visually separate
from the more open valley to the north)
landscape features not considered to be of individual special
significance
low number of visual receptors





the medium scale of the landscape will assist in reducing the
prominence of the overhead line
skylining would occur as the overhead line passes over the
ridgeline
undulating hillside provides a hill background and would assist in
visually absorbing the visual effects of the overhead line
the construction of the line would not require the removal of
substantial vegetation
comparatively few visual receptors in this area



additional screen planting is not considered to be practicable in
significantly mitigating visual effects within this area

Significance of likely residual
landscape and visual effects of
an overhead line

significant (moderate)

Case for Undergrounding

consideration of undergrounding not considered to be necessary in this
location

Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 6: Tywi Valley Southern Slopes
Regional Landscape Character
Area Context

Tywi Valley

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

Mosaic Lowland Valleys

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

CRMRTVS274 Dyffryn Tywi Valley Sides South

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

Outstanding –“A harmonious, attractive mosaic wooded valley
landscape with a mix of agricultural, wooded and planned landscapes.
Stunning views are possible across Dyffryn Tywi, towards the north.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

High –“The area is a well managed and unspoilt rural valley side only
partially disrupted by a few new agricultural buildings.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

High –“This steep valley side has a strong sense of place as it is a part
of the U shaped Dyffryn Tywi complex and a high proportion of
hedgerow trees with scenic views within and out from the area. The
significant area of woodland adds diversity to this landscape, as do the
parkland landscapes including Gelli Aur.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

Outstanding –“The area is part of the Dyffryn Tywi and one of only a
few valleys of this scale in Wales.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

Outstanding –“A harmonious, attractive mosaic wooded valley
landscape with a mix of agricultural, wooded and planned landscapes.
Stunning views are possible across Dyffryn Tywi, towards the north.
The area is a well managed and unspoilt rural area only partially
disrupted by a few new agricultural buildings. This steep valley side has
a strong sense of place as it is a part of the U shaped Dyffryn Tywi
complex with a high proportion of hedgerow trees. The significant area
of woodland adds diversity to this landscape, as do the parkland
landscapes including Gelli Aur. As part of the Dyffryn Tywi it is one of
only a few valleys of this scale in Wales.
Two outstandings and two highs leads to outstanding because of the
scenic quality and its role as part of the Dyffryn Tywi valley.”

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTGL195 Llangunnor

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH042 Llansaint North

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL40219 CROESYCEILOG-CWMFFRWD

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTCL010 Tywi Valley RHL

Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP





Medium-scale, open landscape of hills and valley
landcover of field pattern and mosaic
agricultural grazing dominates with a strong medium sized field
pattern





Special Landscape Area
Designation?




Upper Towy Valley SLA
Tywi Valley Registered Landscape of Outstanding Historic Interest
in Wales




downward sloping valley sides varying in steepness
open irregular, medium size fields with strong hedgerow
boundaries and moderate amounts of hedgerow trees follow
organic lines
small block of deciduous woodland present on the steepest area of
the hillside
a band of mature trees lines the B4300 screening views of the river
existing wire-scape of telephone wires and low-voltage overhead
lines is considered to be consistent with general levels of wirescape within the wider route as a whole
Tywi Valley Park development does not make use of traditional
materials and is considered to be out of character with the
surrounding landscape


Relevant landscape
characteristics identified in the
field





Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line

scenic views are possible over Dyffryn Tywi, and to the north as
well as within the area
the valley is celebrated as an archetypal Welsh landscape and
cultural area
culturally the valley is very vulnerable to gradual loss of distinctive
characteristics through piecemeal cumulative development
pressure

medium-high (due to SLA designation)

Visual Receptors
Residential

Tywi View Park retirement development

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

B4300 and minor roads

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

PRoW Llangunnor 20 (views from adjacent PRoW Llangunnor 21),
National Cycle Route 47

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

Pant Farm Touring Caravan and Camping Park

Viewpoint Numbers

AJA5

General Visual Sensitivity

medium


Landscape and Visual Summary




Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line

medium-high



Likely residual effects of an
overhead line

designated landscape therefore considered to be of high value as
part of the Tywi river valley
individual landscape features within the area not considered to be
of special significance
relatively few visual receptors





the relative visual enclosure and medium scale of the landscape
would assist in reducing the prominence of the overhead line
sky backgrounds would be present when viewing the proposed line
obliquely from the B4300
the hillside background with mature trees would assist in absorbing
the visual effects of the overhead line when viewed directly from
the north
the presence of mature trees provide vertical elements that would
assist in absorbing the development
the construction of the overhead line may result in the removal of




trees within the woodland and along field boundaries, this could be
mitigated by the careful micro-siting of the development
medium frequency of visual receptors in this area
additional screen planting is not considered to be practicable in
significantly mitigating visual effects within this area

Significance of likely residual
landscape and visual effects of
an overhead line

significant (moderate)

Case for Undergrounding

consideration of undergrounding not considered to be necessary in this
location

Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 7: Tywi Valley Bottom
Regional Landscape Character
Area Context

Tywi Valley

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

Flat Open Lowland Farmland

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

CRMRTVS311 Dyffryn Tywi flood plain

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

Outstanding –“A very scenic area with a variety of elements that
contribute to this: castles, parklands, trees, hedges traditional buildings.
Largely unspoilt. Scenically the valley floor and its sides should
constitute one area and not be separated.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

High –“Little interrupts this landscape some of the new edge of
settlement development.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

Outstanding –“Distinct character, due to the combination of visual
elements that contribute to this area hedges, field trees, castles,
parkland.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

Outstanding –“Only valley of this scale in the county and with such a
variety of different visual elements.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

Outstanding –“Outstanding on account of its scenic qualities, rarity and
character. An outstandingly scenic area with castles and hedgerow and
field trees that make it stand out from other valleys, as does its scale.”

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTGL186 River Towy, CRMRTGL175 Lower Towy,
CRMRTGL195 Llangunnor

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH048, CRMRTLH042 Llansaint North

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL40216 MORFA MELYN, CRMRTHL40214 YSTRAD TYWI:
CARMARTHEN-LLANDEILO

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTCL010 Tywi Valley RHL





Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP






medium scale, open landscape of level topography
landcover pattern of agricultural fields and mosaic
relatively little woodland, mostly improved pasture with some arable
cropping
hedgerows and a notable quantity of hedgerow and field trees give
considerable character to the area
good example of a Carmarthenshire agricultural floodplain
landscape and is a major contributor to the overall historic
landscape
landscape is 'complete' with little modern development/intrusion to
hinder the visibility of the overall landscape and its patterns
the valley is celebrated as an archetypal Welsh landscape and
cultural area
culturally the valley is very vulnerable to gradual loss of distinctive
characteristics through piecemeal cumulative development

pressure
Special Landscape Area
Designation?




Upper Towy Valley SLA
Tywi Valley Registered Landscape of Outstanding Historic Interest
in Wales




wide, level flood plain with essentially flat valley floor
large irregular fields with open structure used for grazing within the
project landscape area with arable fields visible within the wider
landscape
field boundaries vary between hedgerow (fragmented in places),
bands of mature trees, and post and wire fencing
mature trees of varying frequency line the riverbanks
small block of woodland on the steep slope beneath Llangunnor
mature trees provide some localised screening however general
feeling of openness with the landscape
little marginal vegetation present along river at the time of survey
existing wire-scape of low-voltage overhead lines consistent with
general levels of wire-scape within the wider route as a whole


Relevant landscape
characteristics identified in the
field







Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line

high (primarily reflecting the SLA designation – characteristics of the
landscape show some ability to accommodate the characteristics of the
development)

Visual Receptors
Residential

No residential properties within the area, views may be experienced
from properties that overlook the valley outside of this area

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

B4300

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

PRoW Llangunnor 32, National Cycle Route 47

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

Church at Llangunnor, football pitch, angling club

Viewpoint Numbers

15, 16

General Visual Sensitivity

medium-high (local visual receptors are relatively few but their individual
visual sensitivity in this location is likely to be relatively high)



Landscape and Visual Summary

Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line

high




Likely residual effects of an
overhead line

designated landscape of outstanding visual and sensory, cultural
and historic value
individual landscape features such as the rivers Tywi and Gwili are
of significance along with the mature trees, however hedgerow field
boundaries are fragmented giving the area a strong sense of
openness
varied visual receptors





the medium scale of the landscape would assist in reducing the
prominence of the overhead line
flat topography, larger field pattern and dispersed mature trees
could accommodate the simple form of the proposed development
potential erosion of the character of a highly valued landscape
through an increased wire-scape
some dispersed mature trees would help to accommodate the
scale of the development
mature trees within this area are nevertheless sparser than within
the wider landscape reducing the capacity of the valley landscape
overall to absorb the visual effects of the overhead line
uninterrupted views of the line would occur when viewed from




Significance of likely residual
landscape and visual effects of
an overhead line

within the landscape area due to its flat, open structure
leisure use visual receptors are comparatively frequent within this
area
additional screen planting is not considered to be practicable in
significantly mitigating visual effects within this area

significant (major-moderate) – lower category reflects the ability of the
characteristics of the flat valley floor landscape to accommodate the
scale and appearance of the development
Potential adverse landscape and visual effects of undergrounding:



short-term adverse visual effects of construction would be
experienced
it is not anticipated that the removal of significant numbers of trees
will be required for undergrounding

Undergrounding recommended for wider consideration as a result of the
following:
Case for Undergrounding






the landscape is designated as Special Landscape Area and
considered to be of outstanding visual and sensory, historic and
cultural value
consultation has suggested that particular value is placed on this
landscape locally
the valley is vulnerable to gradual loss of its distinctive
characteristics through piecemeal cumulative development
pressure
some the lack of mature trees within this section of the valley would
result in some uninterrupted views of the overhead line

Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 8: Abergwili
Regional Character Area

Tywi Valley, Pembroke and Carmarthen Foothills

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

Mosaic Lowland Valleys

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

CRMRTVS970 Dyffryn Tywi valley sides north*, CRMRTVS300 Lower
Gwili valley, CRMRTVS725 Tywi slopes northern

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

Outstanding – “A harmonious agricultural landscape with stunning
views across Dyffryn Tywi, towards Brecon Beacons. Largely unspoilt.
An attractive mosaic of grassland, woodlands with traditional buildings.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

High –“Little disrupts this landscape.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

High –“Distinct character rolling hills shallow valleys where tributaries of
the Tywi traverse this area, woodlands, traditional buildings, small
settlements.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

Outstanding –“Part of the Dyffryn Tywi and one of only a few valleys of
this scale in Wales.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

Outstanding –“Outstanding, on account of its scenic qualities and
rarity. This area, the northern side of the Tywi valley is part of Dyffryn
Tywi, an impressive Ushaped valley. It has spectacular views towards
the Beacons and also across the Dyffryn Tywi. It is also has a very
attractive agricultural landscape, with fields hedges trees and woodland
in a harmonious mosaic.”

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTGL167 Afon Gwili - Afon Duad, CRMRTGL172 Nant Pencnwc,
CRMRTGL171 Rhydargaeau - Peniel

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH048, CRMRTLH087 Carmarthen West,

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL40216 MORFA MELYN, CRMRTHL42459 AFON GWILI,
CRMRTHL40215 ABERGWILI-LLANEGWAD PARISH

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTCL010 Tywi Valley RHL, CRMRTCL001 M4, A48, A40.
CRMRTCL061 Rural Carmarthenshire




Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP





medium-scale, open, rolling landscape
land cover pattern of fields and mosaic
semi-natural habitat including woodlands and semi-improved
grasslands are fragmented and form a low proportion of the overall
area
woodland associated with watercourses or steep slopes and
features such as field boundaries
a good example of a Carmarthenshire agricultural landscape,
contributing to the general historic landscape character of the wider
region
many other similarly rural counties of Wales possess similar
cultural attributes although the Tywi valley is unique in many ways,
there are other registered Historic landscapes, and celebrated river
valleys in Carmarthenshire

Special Landscape Area
Designation?



major road corridors contain major routes into and out of Wales
and provide inter-regional access, bringing goods and people, new
influences and change, tourism etc. and are of very great
socioeconomic importance




not designated under the UDP2006
designated as the Upper Towy Valley SLA under the LDP 2011
awaiting approval



relatively open, medium-scale landscape with medium-scale
enclosure created by the surrounding hills
flat topography within the floodplain in the south of the area,
sloping steeply to the northwest and northeast creating a narrow
river valley through which a tributary of the Afon Gwili flows
open, medium sized, irregular, pastoral fields with strong
boundaries consisting of hedgerow with few hedgerow trees
occasional field boundaries of mature trees creates some
screening
trees along river banks are patchy and are generally of small to
medium size
River Gwili and its tributaries flow through this area
the A40 main highway and the secondary Abergwili Road provide a
disruptive human influence upon the landscape
existing wirescape of telephone wires and low-voltage overhead
lines is considered to be consistent with general levels of
wirescape within the wider route as a whole



Relevant landscape
characteristics identified in the
field







Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line

medium-high (although within the proposed SLA this part of the Towy
valley is considered to be less sensitive in landscape terms than areas
to the south)

Visual Receptors
Residential

Scattered settlement to the north, views from residential properties on
the periphery of Abergwili and Carmarthen

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

A40, Abergwili Road, Glangwili Bridge bus stop

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

National Cycling Route 47, PROW Abergwili 6, PROW Abergwili 1a and
b, views from adjacent PROW Carmarthen Town 26

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

Abergwili Football Pitch, Angling Club

Viewpoint Numbers

17,18,19, AJA6

General Visual Sensitivity

high



Landscape and Visual Summary

Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line

high ( largely reflecting number of visual receptors within this part of the
Towy valley which is considered to be less sensitive in landscape terms
than areas to the south)


Likely residual effects of an
overhead line

landscape features within this area are not of special significance
the landscape is of high importance due to its close proximity to the
Towy Valley and the impact it has on the setting of this highly
valued landscape
wide range of visual receptors



the medium-scale of the landscape and the hillside backgrounds
would assist in reducing the prominence of the overhead line
the open structure of the landscape in the valley bottom may not
adequately absorb the visual effects of the overhead line affecting
the setting of the river Gwili and the village of Abergwili and the
wider setting of the Towy Valley





Significance of likely residual
landscape and visual effects of
an overhead line

in general the construction of the line is not considered likely to
have significant effects upon vegetation
visual receptors are varied and comparatively frequent within this
area
additional screen planting is not considered to be practicable in
significantly mitigating visual effects within this area

significant (major-moderate)

Potential adverse landscape and visual effects of undergrounding:



short-term adverse visual effects of construction would be
experienced
the removal of significant numbers of trees would not be required
for undergrounding

Undergrounding recommended for wider consideration as a result of the
following:
Case for Undergrounding







the area is considered to be of high landscape value reflected in
the future proposals to award SLA status along with the overall
‘Outstanding’ LANDMAP evaluation
the area adjoins the SLA designated Towy Valley contributing to its
setting
the valley is vulnerable to gradual loss of its distinctive
characteristics through piecemeal cumulative development
pressure
existing mature trees along riverbanks and field boundaries are
unlikely to be able to fully absorb effects of the overhead line due to
their low height
the line is in close proximity to Abergwili and may be highly visible
from residential properties

Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 9a: West of Peniel
Regional Landscape Character
Area Context

Pembroke and Carmarthen Foothills

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

Hillside and Scarp Slopes Grazing

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

CRMRTVS725 Tywi slopes northern* (CRMRTVS300 Lower Gwili
valley)

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

Moderate –“While the area is attractive, it is not considered to be of
county importance.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

Moderate –“The area is not interrupted by large scale developments,
and could be considered to score high against this criteria but has on
balance been evaluated as moderate.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

Moderate –“While the area has a distinct character, with its steep
valleys and hill land, this does occur elsewhere in the county.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

Moderate –“Similar landscapes exist to the west of Carmarthen,
however this area is important for the views it affords of the
Dyffryn/Tywi and the Brecon Beacons.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

Moderate –“Moderate, leaning towards high as this area does have
integrity - little disrupts it. The area is not interrupted by any large-scale
development, so could score high against integrity. In general terms it is
a landscape that is fairly common in Carmarthenshire, but this is not a
reason to under value it. It abuts areas that score more highly.”

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTGL171 Rhydargaeau - Peniel

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH087 Carmarthen West

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL40215 ABERGWILI-LLANEGWAD PARISH,
CRMRTHL42474 TRELECH

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTCL061 Rural Carmarthenshire


Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP






Special Landscape Area
Designation?

no

Relevant landscape



medium-scale, open landscape with a topography of hills and
valleys
land cover pattern of fields and mosaic
landscape habitat of largely improved agricultural land with limited
semi-natural habitat
historically the majority of individual elements survive in very good
condition
this type of landscape can be paralleled elsewhere in
Carmarthenshire

medium-scale landscape of gently rolling hills on elevated

characteristics identified in the
field







Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line

topography with open skylines
medium irregular fields of grassland pasture
largely open field structure with strong hedgerow boundaries of
both organic and geometric pattern with few hedgerow trees
small bands of woodland along river banks and valley sides
increased frequency of woodland bands and hedgerow trees to the
south of the area within the Lower Gwili Valley visual and sensory
LANDMAP area and to the west of Peniel offer localised screening
existing wire-scape of telephone wires and low-voltage overhead
lines is considered to be consistent with general levels of wirescape within the wider route as a whole

medium-low

Visual Receptors
Residential

scattered farms outside the route corridor, 1no. farm within the corridor,
properties along the western periphery of Peniel

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

A485 crosses the south-eastern tip of the area, minor country lanes and
farm access roads

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

PRoW Abergwili 1, PRoW Abergwili 8, National Cycle Route 47 runs
adjacent to the route corridor boundary in the south of the area

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

N/A

Viewpoint Numbers

19, 20, AVP2

General Visual Sensitivity

low


Landscape and Visual Summary

Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line

medium-low





Likely residual effects of an
overhead line





Significance of likely residual
landscape and visual effects of
an overhead line

an undesignated, generally open, elevated landscape of medium
scale not considered to be of significant landscape and visual value
comparatively few visual receptors

the gently undulating, open, elevated landscape structure would
result in the overhead line being visible against a sky background
in places, potentially increasing levels of a perceived change in
character
the presence of hills within the wider landscape provides localised
areas of hillside background reducing the visual effects of the line
the medium scale of the landscape would assist in reducing the
prominence of the overhead line
in general the construction of the line is not considered likely to
have substantial effects upon vegetation, however there would be a
potential impact upon mature trees in the Nant Felys river valley
that can be minimised by routing the line along the woodland edge
as far as possible, which will in turn assist in absorbing some of
the visual effects
bands of mature trees to the west of Peniel would assist in
absorbing the visual effects of the line by breaking up continuous
views
comparatively low frequency of visual receptors within this area
additional screen planting is not considered to be practicable in
significantly mitigating visual effects within this area

not significant (minor)

Case for Undergrounding

consideration of undergrounding is not considered to be necessary in
this location

Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 9b: East of Peniel
Regional Landscape Character
Area Context

Pembroke and Carmarthen Foothills

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

Hillside and Scarp Slopes Grazing

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

CRMRTVS725 Tywi slopes northern*

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

Moderate –“While the area is attractive, it is not considered to be of
county importance.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

Moderate –“The area is not interrupted by large scale developments,
and could be considered to score high against this criteria but has on
balance been evaluated as moderate.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

Moderate –“While the area has a distinct character, with its steep
valleys and hill land, this does occur elsewhere in the county.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

Moderate –“Similar landscapes exist to the west of Carmarthen,
however this area is important for the views it affords of the
Dyffryn/Tywi and the Brecon Beacons.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

Moderate –“Moderate, leaning towards high as this area does have
integrity - little disrupts it. The area is not interrupted by any large-scale
development, so could score high against integrity. In general terms it is
a landscape that is fairly common in Carmarthenshire, but this is not a
reason to under value it. It abuts areas that score more highly.”

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTGL171 Rhydargaeau – Peniel, CRMRTGL172 Nant Pencnwc

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH087 Carmarthen West

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL40215 Abergwili-Llanegwad Parish,

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTCL061 Rural Carmarthenshire


Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP






Special Landscape Area
Designation?

no

medium-scale, open landscape with a topography of hills and
valleys
land cover pattern of fields and mosaic
landscape habitat of largely improved agricultural land with limited
semi-natural habitat
historically the majority of individual elements survive in very good
condition
this type of landscape can be paralleled elsewhere in
Carmarthenshire





Relevant landscape
characteristics identified in the
field







Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line

a landscape of hills and valleys varying from medium to small-scale
enclosed, narrow river valley to the centre and north of the area
open, elevated topography with open skylines to the south of the
area
medium sized, irregular, pastoral grazing fields of organic pattern
very few hedgerow trees and little woodland to the south of the
area
increased tree cover along field boundaries and riverbanks within
the central valley, assisting in absorbing the visual effects of the
line and screening views from properties
existing wire-scape of telephone poles and low-voltage overhead
lines is considered to be consistent with general levels of wirescape within the wider route as a whole
tranquil in character

medium-low

Visual Receptors

Residential

8no. farms/residential properties within the corridor, overlooked by
Capel Y Bach Church and the 3no. adjacent residential properties just
outside the route corridor

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

minor country lanes and farm access roads

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

PRoW Llanllawddog 35

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

N/A

Viewpoint Numbers

19, 21

General Visual Sensitivity

medium-low


Landscape and Visual Summary

Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line

medium-low



Likely residual effects of an
overhead line

an undesignated landscape combining open, elevated, rolling hills
and an enclosed river valley
comparatively few visual receptors






the gently rolling, open, elevated landscape structure will result in
the overhead line being visible against a sky background in places,
potentially increasing levels of a perceived change in character
the introduction of the overhead line within a small scale, narrow,
enclosed valley will have a impact upon the character of the
landscape, accentuating the impact of an engineered feature within
a relatively uninterrupted area
the construction of the line will impact upon hedgerow, hedgerow
trees and woodland particularly to the centre and north of the area,
however this can be mitigated to a degree by the careful micrositing of the overhead line
medium to low frequency of visual receptors in this area
additional screen planting is not considered to be capable of
significantly mitigating visual effects within this area

Significance of potential
residual landscape and visual
effects of an overhead line

not significant (minor-moderate)

Case for Undergrounding

consideration of undergrounding is not considered to be necessary in
this location

Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 10: Llanpumsaint Hills west of Rhydargaeau
Regional Landscape Character
Area Context

Pembroke and Carmarthen Foothills

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

Mosaic Rolling Lowland

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

CRMRTVS909 Llanpumsaint hills *

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

Moderate –“An attractive area of local importance for its scenic quality.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

Moderate –“There is a high level of integrity, but the eastern section is
disrupted by roads, especially the new line of the A485.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

Moderate –“There are similar areas elsewhere in the county.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

Moderate –“Other areas in the county are not dissimilar.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

Moderate –“Considered to be of local importance. While this area is
attractive in terms of its landscape, with its mix of agricultural land and
semi-natural habitats it is not considered to be of county importance.”

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTGL171Rhydargaeau – Peniel, CRMRTGL161Llanpumsaint,

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH087 Carmarthen West, CRMRTLH080 Llanpumsaint

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL40215 Abergwili-Llanegwad Parish, CRMRTHL42474
Trelech

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTCL061 Rural Carmarthenshire


Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP






Special Landscape Area
Designation?

Relevant landscape
characteristics identified in the
field

medium-scale, open landscape of rolling/undulating topography,
dominated by pasture
landcover pattern of agricultural fields and mosaic
landscape habitat of largely improved agricultural land with limited
semi-natural habitat
historically the majority of individual elements survive in very good
condition
this type of landscape can be paralleled elsewhere in
Carmarthenshire

no




large-scale, open landscape
gently undulating elevated topography of hills and the Nant Brechfa
river valley
largely pasture with occasional arable fields and small deciduous
blocks of woodland






Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line

deciduous woodland bands along the riverbanks of the Nant
Brechfa in the south of the area
irregular fields, varying in size with strong, organic hedgerow
boundaries and few hedgerow trees to the south
fragmented field structure over areas of damp ground to the north
with scattered areas of small deciduous trees
existing wire-scape of telephone wires and low-voltage overhead
lines is considered to be consistent with general levels of wirescape within the wider route as a whole

medium-low

Visual Receptors

Residential

residential properties on A485, residential properties of Rhydargaeau,
scattered farms on the edge of the route corridor, 1no.scattered farm
within the route corridor

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

B4301 and A485, minor country lanes and farm access roads

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

Llanllawddog 32, Llanllawddog 33

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

N/A

Viewpoint Numbers

22

General Visual Sensitivity

medium-low


Landscape and Visual Summary

Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line

medium-low



Likely residual effects of an
overhead line

an undesignated, open, elevated, large-scale landscape not
considered to be of particular landscape and visual value
comparatively few visual receptors







the gently undulating, open, elevated landscape structure would
result in the overhead line being visible against a sky background
in places, in particular this will be noticeable as the route passes
over the ridge line of Allt y Fawnen potentially increasing levels of a
perceived change in character
the medium-scale of the landscape would assist in reducing the
prominence of the overhead line
in general the construction of the line is not considered likely to
have a significant effects upon vegetation, however there will be an
impact on woodland along the Nant Brechfa riverbanks
there are in general few mature trees within the route corridor to
absorb the visual effects of the overhead line, however blocks of
woodland within the wider landscape would assist in absorbing
long distance views of the structure
comparatively low frequency of visual receptors in this area
additional screen planting is not considered to be capable of
significantly mitigating visual effects within this area

Significance of likely residual
landscape and visual effects of
an overhead line

not significant (minor)

Case for Undergrounding

consideration of undergrounding is not considered to be necessary
in this location

Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 11a: Llanpumsaint Basis West
Regional Landscape Character
Area Context

Pembroke and Carmarthen Foothills

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

Mosaic Lowland Valleys

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

CRMRTVS553 Llanpumsaint Basin* (CRMRTVS909 Llanpumsaint hills)

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

High –“This is an attractive broad river valley together with its
tributaries, the main Gwili valley being particularly attractive.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

Moderate –“The area is only disrupted by the main Lampeter road.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

High –“The main valley and the settlement of Llanpumsaint has a
distinctive character, partly due to the scale of the river valley, and the
breadth of the valley floor.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

Moderate –“There are other river valleys in the county that are to some
extent similar.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

High –“The area is of high scenic value and has a distinct sense of
place. The scenic quality of the Gwili valley and the distinct sense of
place in the main valley and in Llanpumsaint itself.”

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTGL161 Llanpumsaint, CRMRTGL130 Bwlch Bychan - Pen-hill,
CRMRTGL167 Afon Gwili - Afon Duad, CRMRTGL160 Nant-y-boncath

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH084 Frenni Fawr-Moelfre

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL42474 Trelech

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTCL061 Rural Carmarthenshire

Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP

Special Landscape Area
Designation?

Relevant landscape
characteristics identified in the
field






a medium-scale, enclosed landscape of hills and valleys
landscape pattern of fields and mosaic
historically a typical example of a Carmarthenshire agricultural
landscape and moderately rare
culturally not rare as many other similarly rural counties of Wales
possess similar attributes

no





rolling lowland topography within a wide, moderately wooded valley
relatively flat valley floor
topography falls from the south into the Nant Y Boncath river valley
and rises to the north to cross Nant y Boncath hill creating a
moderately open valley
pastoral fields with strong field boundaries that follow sinuous,
organic lines in the valley bottom, increasing in geometric regularity









Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line

on hillsides
field boundaries consist of hedgerow with occasional post and wire
boundaries in the valley bottom
textured, mosaic landscape comprising of bands of mature,
deciduous woodland along water courses and field boundaries,
hedgerow; marshy ground, and improved pasture
presence of mature trees in valley bottom creates a localised sense
of enclosure
lack of hedgerow trees on Nant y Boncath hillside creates a
prominent area of open landscape structure
existing wire-scape of telephone poles and low-voltage overhead
lines is considered to be consistent with general levels of wirescape within the wider route as a whole and largely visually
absorbed by mature trees
existing wire-scape of low-voltage overhead lines crosses Nant y
Boncath hill
generally undisturbed, attractive and tranquil landscape

medium (some increased sensitivity largely reflects prominence of Nant
y Boncath as a distinct landform)

Visual Receptors

Residential

3no. Scattered farms within the route corridor, potential views from
surrounding scattered farms on higher ground, potential views from
residential properties of Pontarsais

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

minor country lanes and farm access roads within the route corridor,
views also from B4301 and A485

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

PRoW Llanllawddog 14, PRoW Llanpumsaint 09

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

N/A

Viewpoint Numbers

23,24,25,26

General Visual Sensitivity

medium-low (potential prominence at Nant y Boncath, though fewer
visual receptors than are located further to the east closer to the A485)


Landscape and Visual Summary

Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line

medium (greater weight placed on landscape rather than visual
sensitivity)



Likely residual effects of an
overhead line






Significance of likely residual

an undesignated, moderately open, medium-scale valley
considered to be of scenic value
range of visual receptors including the village of Pont ar Sais

the relatively open structure of the landscape on this section of
Nant y Boncath hill would increase levels of perceived change in
character particularly as the overhead line crosses the ridgeline at
this prominent point in the landscape
the medium scale of the landscape would assist in reducing the
prominence of the overhead line
the relatively high frequency of mature field boundary trees in the
valley bottom would assist in absorbing the visual effects of the
overhead line
mature trees are largely confined to field boundaries and
riverbanks, therefore the construction of the line would not result in
the loss of significant numbers of trees
medium frequency of visual receptors in this area
additional screen planting is not considered to be capable of
significantly mitigating visual effects within this area

not significant (minor-moderate)

landscape and visual effects of
an overhead line
Case for Undergrounding

consideration of undergrounding is not considered to be necessary in
this location

Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 11b: Llanpumsaint Basis East (Pontarsais
Regional Landscape Character
Area Context

Pembroke and Carmarthen Foothills

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

Mosaic Lowland Valleys

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

CRMRTVS553 Llanpumsiant Basin*

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

High –“This is an attractive broad river valley together with its
tributaries, the main Gwili valley being particularly attractive.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

Moderate –“The area is only disrupted by the main Lampeter road.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

High –“The main valley and the settlement of Llanpumsaint has a
distinctive character, partly due to the scale of the river valley, and the
breadth of the valley floor.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

Moderate –“There are other river valleys in the county that are to some
extent similar.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

High –“The area is of high scenic value and has a distinct sense of
place. The scenic quality of the Gwili valley and the distinct sense of
place in the main valley and in Llanpumsaint itself.”

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CCRMRTGL170 Brechfa Forest, CRMRTGL161Llanpumsaint,
CRMRTGL167 Afon Gwili - Afon Duad, CRMRTGL165 Mynydd Rhoswen - Banc Melen, CRMRTGL160 Nant-y-boncath

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH084 Frenni Fawr-Moelfre

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL40215 Abergwili-Llanegwad Parish, CRMRTHL42474
Trelech

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTCL061 Rural Carmarthenshire

Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP

Special Landscape Area
Designation?

Relevant landscape
characteristics identified in the
field






a medium-scale, enclosed landscape of hills and valleys
landscape pattern of fields and mosaic
historically a typical example of a Carmarthenshire agricultural
landscape and moderately rare
culturally not rare as many other similarly rural counties of Wales
possess similar attributes

no




rolling lowland topography within a wide, moderately wooded valley
topography falls from the south into the Nant Y Boncath river valley
and rises to the north to cross Nant y Boncath hill creating a
moderately open valley
pastoral fields with strong field boundaries that follow organic lines
in the valley bottom, increasing in geometric regularity on hillsides










Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line

field boundaries consist of hedgerow with hedgerow trees and
occasional post and wire boundaries in the valley bottom
textured, mosaic landscape comprising of bands of mature,
deciduous woodland along water courses and field boundaries,
hedgerow; marshy ground, and improved pasture
presence of mature trees in valley bottom creates a localised sense
of enclosure
block of deciduous woodland on Nant y Boncath hillside
existing wire-scape of telephone poles and low-voltage overhead
lines is considered to be consistent with general levels of wirescope within the wider route as a whole and largely visually
absorbed by mature trees
fishing ponds surrounded by mature deciduous trees present in the
valley bottom
main highways create low-level noise and disturbance, reducing
overall landscape tranquillity

medium-low

Visual Receptors

Residential

4no. Scattered farms within the route corridor, potential views from
surrounding scattered farms on higher ground, views from residential
properties of Pont ar Sais

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

minor country lanes and farm access roads within the route corridor,
views also from B4301 and A485

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

PRoW Llanllawddog 14

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

Danfforddgar Farm Course fishing ponds

Viewpoint Numbers

23,24,25,26

General Visual Sensitivity

medium (though a larger number of visual receptors associated with the
course of the A485 than further to the west)


Landscape and Visual Summary

Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line

medium-low (greater weight placed on landscape rather than visual
sensitivity)




Likely residual effects of an
overhead line

an undesignated, moderately open, medium-scale valley
considered to be of scenic value but impacted negatively by the
influence of the busy A485 and B4301
range of visual receptors including the village of Pont ar Sais






the medium scale of the landscape would assist in reducing the
prominence of the overhead line
the relatively high frequency of mature field boundary and riverside
trees in the valley bottom would assist in absorbing the visual
effects of the overhead line
the wooded hillside of Nant y Boncath Hill provides an opaque
background for the overhead line and would assist in reducing the
visual effects
the construction of the line would not result in the loss of significant
numbers of trees which are largely confined to field boundaries and
riverbanks
the impact of the overhead line upon the fishing ponds could be
minimised through careful micro-siting
comparatively medium frequency of visual receptors in this area
additional screen planting is not considered to be capable of
significantly mitigating visual effects within this area

Significance of likely residual
landscape and visual effects of
an overhead line

not significant (minor-moderate)

Case for Undergrounding

consideration of undergrounding is not considered to be necessary in
this location

Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 12: North East Llanpumsaint Basin - South of Alltwalis
Regional Landscape Character
Area Context

Pembroke and Carmarthen Foothills

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

Mosaic Lowland Valleys

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

CRMRTVS553 Llanpumsiant Basin*

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

High –“This is an attractive broad river valley together with its
tributaries, the main Gwili valley being particularly attractive.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

Moderate –“The area is only disrupted by the main Lampeter road.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

High –“The main valley and the settlement of Llanpumsaint has a
distincitve character, partly due to the scale of the river valley, and the
breadth of the valley floor.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

Moderate –“There are other river valleys in the county that are to some
extent similar.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

High –“The area is of high scenic value and has a distinct sense of
place. The scenic quality of the Gwili valley and the distinct sense of
place in the main valley and in Llanpumsaint itself.”

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTGL161 Llanpumsaint, CRMRTGL165 Mynydd Rhos-wen - Banc
Melen

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH084 Frenni Fawr-Moelfre

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL42474 Trelech

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTCL061 Rural Carmarthenshire

Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP

Special Landscape Area
Designation?






no


Relevant landscape
characteristics identified in the
field

a medium-scale, enclosed landscape of hills and valleys
landscape pattern of fields and mosaic
historically a typical example of a Carmarthenshire agricultural
landscape and moderately rare
culturally not rare as many other similarly rural counties of Wales
possess similar attributes





medium-scale hill and valley topography crossing the lowland river
valley basin in the south and continuing across the undulating
moderately steep valley hillside
structure of open irregular, medium-sized, pastoral fields
strong field boundaries of hedgerow of both curving an geometric
lines
significant numbers of mature hedgerow trees in the valley bottom




Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line

reducing in frequency on the valley hillside
small deciduous woodland blocks, and coniferous woodland
plantation present
existing wire-scape of telephone poles and low-voltage overhead
lines is considered to be consistent with general levels of wirescape within the wider route as a whole
views of the Alltwallis Windfarm

medium-low

Visual Receptors

Residential

5no. scattered farms/residential properties within the route corridor,
additional scattered farms in close proximity to the route corridor
boundary

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

A485, minor country lanes and farm access roads

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

PRoW Llanpumsaint11, PRoW Llanllawddog 5 PRoW Llanllawddog 10

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

N/A

Viewpoint Numbers

AVP3

General Visual Sensitivity

low

Landscape and Visual Summary




Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line

low




Likely residual effects of an
overhead line






an undesignated medium-scale, moderately open, wooded valley
low number of visual receptors

the medium scale of the landscape would assist in reducing the
prominence of the overhead line
moderately open valley with woods and moderate levels of mature
hedgerow trees are able to absorb the visual effects of the
overhead line
the hillside topography provides an opaque background to assist in
absorbing the overhead line when viewed from the A485
the effect on vegetation is not considered to be significant as
mature trees are largely confined to field boundaries and woodland
blocks are avoidable
potential cumulative visual effects with the wind turbines
comparatively low frequency of visual receptors in this area
additional screen planting is not considered to be capable of
significantly mitigating visual effects within this area

Significance of potential
residual landscape and visual
effects of an overhead line

not significant (minor)

Case for Undergrounding

consideration of undergrounding is not considered to be necessary in
this location

Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 13a: Brechfa Forest West
Regional Landscape Character
Area Context

Cambrian Mountains

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

Wooded Hill & Lower Plateau

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

CRMRTVS330 Brechfa Forest* and CRMRTVS553 Llanpumsaint Basin
(small areas to west)

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

High –“The area is considered to be of high importance at a county
level. It consists of plateau, slopes and deep valleys, some of the latter
such as the Pib Valley are particularly dramatic. There are spectacular
views of the Brecon Beacons from the more elevated areas.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

High-“At present the area is unspoilt by large scale visually intrusive
developments.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

High –“Including both the plateau and its slopes, and deeply incised
valleys, the area has a repeated pattern of elements giving it a
distinctive character that is important at a county level.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

High –“The combination of plateau and incised valleys together with the
extensive views form the forest, particularly towards the Brecon
Beacons makes this landscape relatively rare in the county.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

High –“The area scores high on all four criteria so can be considered to
be of high importance.
The area is considered to be of high importance overall in terms of its
visual and sensory landscape. The area contains both upland plateau
and steep valleys and is dominated by forest cover that is relatively well
mixed, including some areas of broadleaves woodland among the
conifers. On the plateau there is a feeling of exposure, and in places
distant views of the Brecon Beacons, while in the valleys there is a
greater sense of enclosure. The central plateau areas are included in
this aspect area and while it is recognised that they have of lower
scenic quality when compared to the plateau edge or the slopes, they
remain landscapes with a high degree of integrity and a character.”

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTGL165 Mynydd Rhos-wen – Banc Melen, CRMRTGL362
Brechfa Forest cwms

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH084 Frenni Fawr-Moelfre, CRMRTLH094 Brechfa Forest

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL42474 Trelech, CRMRTHL42424 Mynydd Tre-Beddau

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTCL061 Rural Carmarthenshire, CRMRTCL040 Brechfa Forest

Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP






medium-scale, enclosed landscape of hills and valleys
landcover of fields and mosaic
vegetation consists of largely improved grassland to the west and
semi-natural broadleaved woodland, planted coniferous woodland,
planted mixed woodland within Brechfa Forest to the east
the agricultural area to the west is not rare, but forms part of a good




Special Landscape Area
Designation?

no




Relevant landscape
characteristics identified in the
field





Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line

example of a Carmarthenshire agricultural landscape contributing
to the general historic landscape character of the wider region
the overall historic value of the landscape has been reduced by
blanket forestry
culturally the forest is not rare, but of high value due to its leisure
and conservation objectives

large scale landscape
steeply sloping topography to the west which plateaus over the
majority of the area
topography and tree cover within the wider landscape largely
screens views of the open west of the area
pocket of medium to large, hillside, pastoral fields varying in
regularity with geometric field boundaries consisting of hedgerow
and mature trees to the west of the area
majority of the area consists of coniferous plantation and broadleaf
woodland
existing wire-scape not evident during survey

medium-low (due to forest landcover)

Visual Receptors
Residential

1no. scattered farm on the edge of the route corridor boundary

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

N/A

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

N/A

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

Open access forest tracks

Viewpoint Numbers

N/A

General Visual Sensitivity

low

Landscape and Visual Summary




Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line

low



Likely residual effects of an
overhead line





an undesignated, heavily wooded, large-scale landscape
very few visual receptors

mature trees within the woodland would absorb the visual effects of
the line
significant tree removal would be required to accommodate the
overhead line, however felled areas of trees caused by the
overhead line would be in character with the plantation landscape
the medium scale of the landscape would assist in reducing the
prominence of the overhead line
comparatively very low frequency of visual receptors in this area
screen planting is inappropriate mitigation within this area due to
the lack of visual receptors and adequate existing tree cover

Significance of likely residual
landscape and visual effects of
an overhead line

not significant (minor)

Case for Undergrounding

consideration of undergrounding is not considered to be necessary in
this location

Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 13b: Brechfa Forest - Afon Pib and Afon Marlais Valleys
Regional Landscape Character
Area Context

Cambrian Mountains

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

CRMRTVS330 Brechfa Forest*

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

Wooded Hill & Lower Plateau

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

High –“The area is considered to be of high importance at a county
level. It consists of plateau, slopes and deep valleys, some of the latter
such as the Pib Valley are particularly dramatic. There are spectacular
views of the Brecon Beacons from the more elevated areas.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

High-“At present the area is unspoilt by large scale visually intrusive
developments.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

High –“Including both the plateau and its slopes, and deeply incised
valleys, the area has a repeated pattern of elements giving it a
distinctive character that is important at a county level.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

High –“The combination of plateau and incised valleys together with the
extensive views form the forest, particularly towards the Brecon
Beacons makes this landscape relatively rare in the county.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

High –“The area scores high on all four criteria so can be considered to
be of high importance.
The area is considered to be of high importance overall in terms of its
visual and sensory landscape. The area contains both upland plateau
and steep valleys and is dominated by forest cover that is relatively well
mixed, including some areas of broadleaves woodland among the
conifers. On the plateau there is a feeling of exposure, and in places
distant views of the Brecon Beacons, while in the valleys there is a
greater sense of enclosure. The central plateau areas are included in
this aspect area and while it is recognised that they have of lower
scenic quality when compared to the plateau edge or the slopes, they
remain landscapes with a high degree of integrity and a character.”

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTGL165 Mynydd Rhos-wen - Banc Melen, CRMRTGL362
Brechfa Forest cwms, CRMRTCL040 Brechfa Forest, CRMRTGL165
Mynydd Rhos-wen - Banc Melen

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH094 Brechfa Forest, CRMRTLH095 Brechfa Valleys,

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL42424 Mynydd Tre-Beddau, CRMRTHL42449 Brechfa

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTCL040 Brechfa Forest

Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP





large-scale, exposed, plateau landscape with
landcover pattern of woodland
plateau edge and plateau slopes are considered to be of high
scenic quality, and offer attractive views both within and out from
the forest





Special Landscape Area
Designation?

no



Relevant landscape
characteristics identified in the
field

Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line

attractive mix of coniferous and broad leaved woodland within the
Pib valley pre-dating the plantation
low historic value due to fairly common blanket forestation
culturally not rare, but of high value due to its leisure and
conservation objectives





steeply undulating topography with areas of plateau
medium to large scale exposed landscape with localised areas of
enclosure created by woodland
large areas of coniferous plantation woodland with small areas of
broadleaf woodland dominate
pockets of pastoral farmland present to the north
existing wire-scape of telegraph poles and low-voltage overhead
lines service the farm is considered to be consistent with general
levels of wire-scape within the wider route as a whole

medium –low

Visual Receptors
Residential

1no. scattered farm

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

B4310

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

PRoW Llanfihangel ar Arth77

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

Brechfa Forest Tracks

Viewpoint Numbers

N/A

General Visual Sensitivity

low


Landscape and Visual Summary

Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line

medium –low (higher landscape than visual sensitivity)



Likely residual effects of an
overhead line

an undesignated, heavily wooded, medium to large-scale
landscape
very few visual receptors





mature trees within the woodland would absorb the visual effects of
the line
significant tree removal would be required both during and after
construction, this will have the most significant effect on the valued
woodland within the Pib Valley, however felled areas of trees
caused by the overhead line would be in character with the
plantation landscape
the large scale of the landscape would assist in reducing the
prominence of the overhead line
comparatively very low frequency of visual receptors in this area
screen planting is inappropriate mitigation within this area due to
the lack of visual receptors and adequate existing tree cover

Significance of likely residual
landscape and visual effects of
an overhead line

not significant (minor-moderate)

Case for Undergrounding

consideration of undergrounding is not considered to be necessary in
this location

Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 13c: Llanllawddog Valley at Allt Cerbynau
Regional Landscape Character
Area Context

Cambrian Mountains

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

CRMRTVS535 Llanllawddog Valley*, CRMRTVS330 Brechfa Forest

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

Mosaic Lowland Valleys

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

High -“A scenically attractive area with a variety of visual elements
there is a feeling of balance here between the agricultural landscapes
and the forest landscapes.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

High -“Nothing interrupts this landscape.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

High - “The valley has a distinct character with mix of agriculture and
forestry, and a series of repeated visual elements.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

Moderate -“One of a number of attractive valleys on the edge of the
Brechfa Forest.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

High -“High as it scores high against three criteria and moderate
against rarity. A scenically attractive valley, unspoilt, accessible.
High value because of integration of forest edge and farmland.
Generally unspoilt. Attractive views within area and into it from adjacent
areas.

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTGL165 Mynydd Rhos-wen - Banc Melen, CRMRTGL362
Brechfa Forest cwms, CRMRTGL397 Maesygroes-Gwernogle cwms

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH094 Brechfa Forest, CRMRTLH095 Brechfa Valleys,

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL42424 Mynydd Tre-Beddau, CRMRTHL42449 Brechfa

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTCL040 Brechfa Forest

Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP








Special Landscape Area
Designation?
Relevant landscape
characteristics identified in the

a small-scale, enclosed landscape of hills and valleys
landcover pattern of field patterns and mosaic woodland
generally unspoilt area where forest integrates with farmland
attractive views within the area and into it from adjacent areas
historically a good example of a Carmarthenshire lowland
agricultural landscape
culturally not rare but of high value for the leisure and conservation
objectives




not designated under the UDP2006
small area on the eastern boundary falls into the proposed
extended Cothi Valley SLA under the LDP2011 awaiting approval



enclosed small scale landscape of steeply sloping hillside
topography within a well wooded valley

field







Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line

scenically attractive
irregular, pastoral fields ranging in size with large hedgerows and
mature hedgerow trees following organic lines
blocks of broadleaf woodland and coniferous plantation
existing wire‐scape of telephone wires and low‐voltage overhead lines is
considered to be consistent with general levels of wire‐scape within the
wider route as a whole
tranquil character

medium (due to proposed SLA designation of part of the area)

Visual Receptors
Residential

3no. scattered farms within the route corridor,

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

minor country lane and farm access roads

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

N/A

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

Open access tracks within Brechfa Forest

Viewpoint Numbers

38

General Visual Sensitivity

low


Landscape and Visual Summary

Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line

medium -low




Likely residual effects of an
overhead line

undesignated hillside landscape set within an attractive, well
wooded enclosed valley
comparatively few visual receptors





mature hedgerow trees and woodland would assist in absorbing
the visual effects of the overhead line
hillside and tree backgrounds would reduce the impact of the
overhead line
the medium-small scale, enclosed valley would increase the
perceived impact of the development
significant tree removal would occur as the overhead line passes
through both plantation and broad leaf woodland and through field
boundaries where mature trees are present
comparatively low frequency of visual receptors in this area
localised tree planting along the track to Clyn-mawr may assist in
screening views from Cerbynau farm and would be in keeping with
the landscape character

Significance of likely residual
landscape and visual effects of
an overhead line

not significant (minor-moderate)

Case for Undergrounding

consideration of undergrounding is not considered to be necessary in
this location

Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 14: Gwernogle Upland Valley
Regional Landscape Character
Area Context

Cambrian Mountains

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

Wooded Mosaic Upland Valleys

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

CRMRTVS265 Gwernogle * (CRMRTVS330 Brechfa Forest)

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

High –“The scenic quality of this is area is recognised beyond the
immediate locality. It is an unusual valley being almost surrounded by
forest which contributes to its unique qualities.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

High –“There is little that interrupts the integrity of this area.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

High –“The area has a distinct character partly attributed to its location
as a more open valley within a large forest area, small fields, big
hedges, river corridors all give this valley a strong sense of place.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

High –“There are few valleys of this scale within the Brechfa Forest,
that provide a contrast to the forest beyond. It is the only area referred
to as Little Switzerland in the county.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

High –“Scores high against all 4 criteria, of county importance for its
landscape which provides attractive contrast to the forests that surround
it. The area scores high against all four criteria, particularly the first
three. The area is scenically very attractive due to the topography and
the variety of woodland/farmland mosaic. The views of the river at
certain places within the valley add to this quality. There is little other
than previous clear fells that interrupts the integrity of this area, and it
has a strong sense of place, partly due to its seclusion.”

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTGL397 Maesygroes-Gwernogle cwms, CRMRTGL362 Brechfa
Forest cwms, CRMRTGL165 Mynydd Rhos-wen - Banc Melen

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH095 Brechfa Valleys, CRMRTLH094 Brechfa Forest

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL42449 Brechfa

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTCL040 Brechfa Forest


Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP







a medium-scale, enclosed landscape of undulating hill and valley
topography
landcover pattern of field pattern and mosaic woodland
steep sided wooded river valley, that breaks up the larger blocks of
the Brechfa Forest
considered to be of county importance and known locally as ‘Little
Switzerland’
low historic value due to fairly common blanket forestation
culturally not rare, but of high value due to its leisure and
conservation objectives

Special Landscape Area
Designation?

no



Relevant landscape
characteristics identified in the
field







Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line

medium-sized irregular fields with frequent mature hedgerow trees
medium scale landscape of undulating topography crossing the
Afon Clydach river valley to the west and elevated hillside
topography to the east
well wooded moderately open valley
mature trees present along field boundaries, block of mixed
woodland and plantation woodland
blocks of felled plantation present
irregular medium –small pastoral fields to the south east of the area
with strong straight hedgerow boundaries and frequent mature
hedgerow trees
existing wirescape of telegraph poles and low-voltage overhead
lines is considered to be consistent with general levels of
wirescape within the wider route as a whole

medium

Visual Receptors
Residential

4no. Scattered farms within the route corridor and additional scattered
farms within the surrounding area of Gwernogle

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

minor country lanes

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

PRoW Llanfihangel Rhos y Corn 16, PRoW Llanfihangel Rhos y Corn
17, PRoW Llanfihangel Rhos y Corn 7,

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

Brechfa Forest footpaths

Viewpoint Numbers

N/A

General Visual Sensitivity

medium

Landscape and Visual Summary




Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line

medium



Likely residual effects of an
overhead line






an undesignated, wooded, medium-scale, undulating landscape
very few visual receptors

the medium scale of the landscape would assist in reducing the
prominence of the overhead line
mature trees within the woodland would absorb the visual effects of
the line
potential impact upon trees to the south of the area as the line
passes through mixed woodland in the Afon Clydach river valley
resulting in tree removal during construction
felled areas of trees caused by the overhead line would be in
character with the plantation landscape
comparatively medium frequency of visual receptors in this area
screen planting is inappropriate mitigation within this area

Significance of likely residual
landscape and visual effects of
an overhead line

not significant (minor-moderate)

Case for Undergrounding

consideration of undergrounding is not considered to be necessary in
this location

Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 15: Brechfa Forest East - Allt y Banc and Afon Gorlech Valley
Regional Landscape Character
Area Context

Cambrian Mountains

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

Wooded Hill & Lower Plateau

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

CRMRTVS330 Brechfa Forest*

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

High –“The area is considered to be of high importance at a county
level. It consists of plateau, slopes and deep valleys, some of the latter
such as the Pib Valley are particulary dramatic. There are spectacular
views of the Brecon Beacons from the more elevated areas.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

High –“At present the area is unspoilt by large scale visually intrusive
developments.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

High –“Including both the plateau and its slopes, and deeply incised
valleys, the area has a repeated pattern of elements giving it a
distinctive character that is important at a county level.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

High –“The combination of plateau and incised valleys together with the
extensive views form the forest, particularly towards the Brecon
Beacons makes this landscape relatively rare in the county.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

High –“The area scores high on all four criteria so can be considered to
be of high importance. The area is considered to be of high importance
overall in terms of its visual and sensory landscape. The area contains
both upland plateau and steep valleys and is dominated by forest cover
that is relatively well mixed, including some areas of broadleaves
woodland among the conifers. On the plateau there is a feeling of
exposure, and in places distant views of the Brecon Beacons, while in
the valleys there is a greater sense of enclosure. The central plateau
area are included in this aspect area and while it is recognised that they
have of lower scenic quality when compared to the plateau edge or the
slopes, they remain landscapes with a high degree of integrity and a
character.”

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTGL165 Mynydd Rhos-wen - Banc Melen, CRMRTGL362
Brechfa Forest cwms, CRMRTGL397 Maesygroes-Gwernogle cwms,
CRMRTGL366 Afon Gorlech cwms, CRMRTGL455

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH094 Brechfa Forest, CRMRTLH095 Brechfa Valleys

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL42423 Fforest Brechfa, CRMRTHL42446 Rhos BlaenGorlech

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTCL040 Brechfa Forest

Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP





large-scale, exposed, plateau landscape with
landcover pattern of woodland
plateau edge and plateau slopes are considered to be of high
scenic quality, and offer attractive views both within and out from



Special Landscape Area
Designation?

No


Relevant landscape
characteristics identified in the
field





Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line

the forest
low historic value due to fairly common blanket forestation
culturally not rare, but of high value due to its leisure and
conservation objectives

steeply undulating topography as the area passes over the steep
river valleys of the Nant-y-Fyn, Afon Gorlech and Nant Llywelaubach
landscape dominated by coniferous plantation with areas of
broadleaf woodland
small pockets of medium to very large, geometric pastoral fields to
the centre of the area
field boundaries in close proximity to Banc Farm consist of bands
of mature trees, away from the farm field boundaries are less well
defined consisting of banks creating an open landscape structure

medium-low

Visual Receptors
Residential

1no. scattered farm just outside the route corridor boundary

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

NA

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

PRoW Llanfihangel Rhos y Corn 6, PRoW Llanybydder 32, PRoW
Llanybydder 33,
Gorlech and Raven forest cycle trails

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

open access forest tracks

Viewpoint Numbers

NA

General Visual Sensitivity

medium (due to comparatively higher levels of footpaths and cycle
trails)


Landscape and Visual Summary


Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line

medium -low



Likely residual effects of an
overhead line

an undesignated, large-scale landscape of steeply undulating
topography of valleys and elevated plateau with large areas of
woodland
comparatively high number of leisure and footpath visual receptors,
but very low number of residential receptors





mature trees within the woodland would absorb the visual effects of
the line
significant tree removal would be required both during and after
construction, however felled areas of trees caused by the overhead
line would be in character with the plantation landscape
comparatively medium frequency of visual receptors in this area
impact upon the Gorlech forest cycle trail where areas of felling will
occur to accommodate the line
screen planting is inappropriate mitigation within this area

Significance of likely potential
residual landscape and visual
effects of an overhead line

not significant ( minor-moderate)

Case for Undergrounding

consideration of undergrounding is not considered to be necessary in

this location

Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 16: Mid Cothi Valley – North and West of Brechfa Village
Regional Landscape Character
Area Context

Cambrian Mountains

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

Mosaic Lowland Valleys

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

CRMRTVS737 Mid Cothi Valley*

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

High –“Attractive valley with steep wooded side, and agricultural land
on the lower lying land. Includes attractive areas of mixed woodland
such as above Pistyllgwyn.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

High –“A high degree of integrity, forest management tending to make
more use of continuous cover silvicultural systems on the valley sides,
so clear felling is being reduced.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

High –“Only valley of this scale and character in the county. Strong
sense of place created by the amount and variety of forest and
woodland cover on the valley sides. Distinctive views within and into the
valley from surrounding areas.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

High –“Only valley of this scale and character in the county.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

High –“Scores high for all criteria, all criteria equally important. High
justified because of the scenic quality of the area a combination of its
topography and mix of land use forestry and agriculture. The valley has
a strong sense of place and this is widely recognised, there is not
another valley of this scale or type in the county, possibly the nearest is
the Upper Cothi Valley above Pumsaint. Woodlands and forests are
mixed and are moving towards continuous cover forestry systems, so
clear felling should be reduced in future years.”

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTGL397 Maesygroes-Gwernogle cwms, CRMRTGL363
Gilfachgoch, CRMRTGL364 Allt Llystyn

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH095 Brechfa Valleys, CRMRTLH094 Brechfa Forest

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL42449 Brechfa

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTCL040 Brechfa Forest

Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP







Special Landscape Area



medium-scale enclosed landscape of hills and valleys
mosaic of woodland and grazed land with significant tree cover
landcover pattern of field pattern and mosaic woodland
historically a good example of a Carmarthenshire lowland
agricultural landscape
culturally not rare but of high value for the leisure and conservation
objectives
area is partially designated as the Cothi Valley SLA under the 2006

Designation?




Relevant landscape
characteristics identified in the
field







Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line

UDP
LDP 2011 proposals to extend the Cothi Valley SLA designation to
cover the whole area are awaiting approval
undulating topography within a medium scale moderately open
valley
significant numbers of mature hedgerow trees along field
boundaries and river banks
irregular medium-small sized pastoral fields
high hedgerows with mature hedgerow trees follow organic lines
broadleaf woodland and coniferous plantation blocks
existing wire-scape of telephone poles and low-voltage overhead
lines is considered to be consistent with general levels of wirescape within the wider route as a whole
scenically attractive with framed views into the valley

medium-high

Visual Receptors
Residential

8no. scattered farms within the route corridor, additional scattered farms
outside the corridor with potential views

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

minor country lanes and farm access tracks

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

PRoW Llanfihangel Rhos y Corn 25, PRoW Llanfihangel Rhos y Corn
26

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

N/A

Viewpoint Numbers

39,40

General Visual Sensitivity

medium


Landscape and Visual Summary

Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line

medium-high




Likely residual effects of an
overhead line

a designated, scenically attractive, enclosed landscape of medium
scale with significant woodland and mature trees
comparatively low numbers of visual receptors






the presence of mature hedgerow trees and woodland would assist
in absorbing the visual effects of the overhead line
the surrounding hills would provide an opaque background for the
overhead line, reducing visual effects
the medium scale moderately open valley would assist in reducing
the prominence of the overhead line
in general the construction of the line is not considered likely to
have significant effects upon vegetation, however there will be a
potential impact upon blocks of woodland and hedgerow trees
where removal will be required to make way for the overhead line
comparatively low frequency of visual receptors in this area
additional screen planting is not considered to be practicable in
significantly mitigating visual effects within this area

Significance of likely residual
landscape and visual effects of
an overhead line

significant (moderate)

Case for Undergrounding

consideration of undergrounding is not considered to be necessary in
this location

Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 17: Mid Cothi Valley – Brechfa to Abergorlech
Regional Landscape Character
Area Context

Cambrian Mountains, Pembroke and Carmarthen Foothills

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

Mosaic Lowland Valleys

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

CRMRTVS737 Mid Cothi Valley*

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

High – “Attractive valley with steep wooded side, and agricultural land
on the lower lying land. Includes attractive areas of mixed woodland
such as above Pistyllgwyn.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

High – “A high degree of integrity, forest management tending to make
more use of continuous cover silvicultural systems on the valley sides,
so clear felling is being reduced.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

High –“Only valley of this scale and character in the county. Strong
sense of place created by the amount and variety of forest and
woodland cover on the valley sides. Distinctive views within and into the
valley from surrounding areas.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

High –“Only valley of this scale and character in the county.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

High –“Justified because of the scenic quality of the area a combination
of its topography and mix of land use forestry and agriculture. The
valley has a strong sense of place and this is widely recognised, there
is not another valley of this scale or type in the county, possibly the
nearest is the Upper Cothi Valley above Pumsaint. Woodlands and
forests are mixed and are moving towards continuous cover forestry
systems, so clear felling should be reduced in future years”

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTGL397 Maesygroes-Gwernogle cwms, CRMRTGL379 Afon
Twrch - Morais - Cothi

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH095 Brechfa Valleys, CRMRTLH094 Brechfa Forest

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL42449 Brechfa, CRMRTHL42425 Allt Bwlch-Y-Rhyd

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTCL040 Brechfa Forest

Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP







Special Landscape Area
Designation?



medium-scale, enclosed landscape of hills and valleys
mosaic of woodland and grazed land with significant tree cover
landcover pattern of fields and mosaic woodland
historically a good example of a Carmarthenshire lowland
agricultural landscape
culturally not rare, but of high value for its leisure and conservation
objectives
Cothi Valley SLA UDP2006 and LDP deposit 2011 awaiting
approval





Relevant landscape
characteristics identified in the
field






Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line

medium-scale, narrow linear valley of high scenic value
high, steep valley sides create a sense of enclosure
irregular, pastoral field pattern along the valley bottom
field boundaries consisting of hedgerow and mature hedgerow
trees following broadly geometric lines
mature broadleaf trees of high amenity value present within the
valley bottom providing a parkland feel that adds to the distinctive
character of this valley
deciduous woodland bands along the river Cothi banks
large block of mixed, mature woodland present to the centre of the
area
existing wire-scape of telephone poles and low-voltage overhead
lines is considered to be consistent with general levels of wirescope within the wider route as a whole

very high

Visual Receptors

Residential

residential properties along B4310 fall within the route corridor which is
in close proximity to the settlement of Abergorlech

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

B4310

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

PRoW Llanybydder 39

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

N/A

Viewpoint Numbers

40,41,42

General Visual Sensitivity

high – despite relatively few residential receptors and relatively few
footpaths, recreational and tourist use of the valley, including traffic on
the B4310, suggests high visual sensitivity


Landscape and Visual Summary

Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line

very high



Likely residual effects of an
overhead line






Significance of likely residual
landscape and visual effects of
an overhead line

a designated, medium-scale, enclosed linear valley of high scenic
value
higher sensitivity visual receptors present

the prominence of the overhead line would be exaggerated due to
the enclosed, linear nature of the valley framed by steeply sloping
sides
the development would result in the loss of mature hedgerow trees
of high amenity value that contribute to the valley’s distinctive
character
the linear development would be likely to be located between the
river and the B4310 – the road is the main provider of both physical
and visual access to the pLCA
the development of the line would result in the loss of trees within
the woodland mixed woodland block
relatively high frequency of visual receptors within this area
additional screen planting is not considered to be practicable in
significantly mitigating visual effects within this area

highly significant (major)

Potential adverse landscape and visual effects of undergrounding:


Case for Undergrounding

undergrounding in this location would likely result in the removal of
mature trees changing the character of the valley bottom

Undergrounding recommended for wider consideration as a result of the
following:



the addition of a large engineered feature would significantly
adversely alter the character of this special landscape area valued
for its scenic beauty
the narrow, linear valley would accentuate the presence of the
linear development

Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 18: Mid Cothi Valley North West of Abergorlech
Regional Landscape Character
Area Context

Cambrian Mountains

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

Mosaic Lowland Valleys

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

CRMRTVS737 Mid Cothi Valley* (CRMRTVS330 Brechfa Forest)

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

High – “Attractive valley with steep wooded side, and agricultural land
on the lower lying land. Includes attractive areas of mixed woodland
such as above Pistyllgwyn.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

High – “A high degree of integrity, forest management tending to make
more use of continuous cover silvicultural systems on the valley sides,
so clear felling is being reduced.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

High –“Only valley of this scale and character in the county. Strong
sense of place created by the amount and variety of forest and
woodland cover on the valley sides. Distinctive views within and into the
valley from surrounding areas.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

High –“Only valley of this scale and character in the county.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

High –“Justified because of the scenic quality of the area a combination
of its topography and mix of land use forestry and agriculture. The
valley has a strong sense of place and this is widely recognised, there
is not another valley of this scale or type in the county, possibly the
nearest is the Upper Cothi Valley above Pumsaint. Woodlands and
forests are mixed and are moving towards continuous cover forestry
systems, so clear felling should be reduced in future years”

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTGL165 Mynydd Rhos-wen - Banc Melen, CRMRTGL366 Afon
Gorlech cwms

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH095 Brechfa Valleys, CRMRTLH094 Brechfa Forest

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL42449 Brechfa, CRMRTHL42423 Fforest Brechfa

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTCL040 Brechfa Forest

Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP







Special Landscape Area
Designation?



medium-scale enclosed landscape of hills and valleys
mosaic of woodland and grazed land with significant tree cover
landcover pattern of fields and mosaic woodland
historically a good example of a Carmarthenshire lowland
agricultural landscape
culturally not rare, but of high value for leisure and conservation
objectives
Cothi Valley SLA UDP2006 and the proposed LDP deposit 2011
awaiting approval




Relevant landscape
characteristics identified in the
field






Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line

medium-scale, moderately steeply sloping valley hillside
valley has a more open structure in this location
topography slopes steeply behind properties on the B4310 then
plateaus slightly within the route corridor
mature broadleaf trees present along field boundaries
blocks of mixed woodland and coniferous plantation
open structure of pastoral fields varying in size with hedgerow, tree
and banks boundaries following largely geometric lines
existing wire-scape of low-voltage overhead lines is considered to
be consistent with general levels of wire-scape within the wider
route as a whole

medium

Visual Receptors
Residential

2no. scattered farms on the edge of the route corridor

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

B4310

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

PRoW Llanybydder 34, PRoW Llanybydder 35, PRoW Llanybydder 36,
Brechfa Forest Gorlech Red cycle trail

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

open access Brechfa Forest tracks

Viewpoint Numbers

AVP9

General Visual Sensitivity

medium (due to comparatively higher levels of footpaths and cycle
trails)

Landscape and Visual Summary

Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line




medium




Likely residual effects of an
overhead line



Significance of likely residual
landscape and visual effects of
an overhead line

Case for Undergrounding

a designated, medium-scale, hillside landscape
low numbers of residential visual receptors but comparatively
higher levels of leisure receptors due to footpaths and forest
cycling

the combination of topography and mature tree cover would assist
in absorbing the visual effects of the overhead line
views of the overhead line from the opposite valley would be
against a background of hillside and trees reducing the visual
prominence of the line
the development could result in the removal of mature trees
adjacent to the B4310, along the Cwn Essgair Fford river side and
within Brechfa forest, however felled areas of plantation trees
would be in character with the plantation landscape
impact upon the Gorlech forest cycle trail where areas of felling will
occur to accommodate the line
comparatively medium frequency of visual receptors within this
area
screen planting is inappropriate mitigation within this area

not significant (minor-moderate)

consideration of undergrounding not considered to be necessary in this
location

Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 19: Mid Cothi Valley North East of Abergorlech
Regional Landscape Character
Area Context

Cambrian Mountains

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

Mosaic Lowland Valleys

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

CRMRTVS737 Mid Cothi Valley* (CRMRTVS330 Brechfa Forest)

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

High – “Attractive valley with steep wooded side, and agricultural land
on the lower lying land. Includes attractive areas of mixed woodland
such as above Pistyllgwyn.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

High – “A high degree of integrity, forest management tending to make
more use of continuous cover silvicultural systems on the valley sides,
so clear felling is being reduced.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

High –“Only valley of this scale and character in the county. Strong
sense of place created by the amount and variety of forest and
woodland cover on the valley sides. Distinctive views within and into the
valley from surrounding areas.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

High –“Only valley of this scale and character in the county.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

High –“Justified because of the scenic quality of the area a combination
of its topography and mix of land use forestry and agriculture. The
valley has a strong sense of place and this is widely recognised, there
is not another valley of this scale or type in the county, possibly the
nearest is the Upper Cothi Valley above Pumsaint. Woodlands and
forests are mixed and are moving towards continuous cover forestry
systems, so clear felling should be reduced in future years”

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTGL366 Afon Gorlech cwms, CRMRTGL455 Lan Ddu Cilwenau

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH095 Brechfa Valleys, CRMRTLH094 Brechfa Forest

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL42449 Brechfa, CRMRTHL42423 Fforest Brechfa

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTCL040 Brechfa Forest

Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP







Special Landscape Area
Designation?

no

medium-scale, enclosed landscape of hills and valleys
mosaic of woodland and grazed land with significant tree cover
landcover pattern of fields and mosaic woodland
historically a good example of a Carmarthenshire lowland
agricultural landscape
culturally not rare, but of high value for leisure and conservation
objectives

Relevant landscape
characteristics identified in the
field

Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line






medium-scale landscape of moderately open structure
fairly steep hillside topography plateauing to the far north of the
area
mosaic of open pastoral fields surrounded by coniferous plantation
large irregular fields with hedgerow boundaries and mature
hedgerow trees following geometric lines

medium-low

Visual Receptors
Residential

2no. scattered farms outside of the route corridor

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

Views from B4310 and minor country lanes outside of the area

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

N/A

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

Open access Brechfa Forest tracks

Viewpoint Numbers

AVP8

General Visual Sensitivity

low


Landscape and Visual Summary

Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line

medium-low



Likely residual effects of an
overhead line





Significance of likely residual
landscape and visual effects of
an overhead line

Case for Undergrounding

an undesignated, medium-scale, open hillside landscape with
some mature woodland and trees
comparatively very low levels of visual receptors

the medium-scale of the landscape would assist in reducing the
prominence of the overhead line
the moderately open field structure would not fully absorb the visual
effects of the development
in general the construction of the line is not considered likely to
have substantial effects upon vegetation as trees are confined to
field boundaries
comparatively low frequency of visual receptors in this area
additional screen planting is not considered to be practicable in
significantly mitigating visual effects within this area

not significant (minor-moderate)

consideration of undergrounding not considered to be necessary in this
location

Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 20: Mid Cothi Valley Southern Slopes at Pen Y Garn
Regional Landscape Character
Area Context

Cambrian Mountains

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

Mosaic Lowland Valleys

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

CRMRTVS737 Mid Cothi Valley* (CRMRTVS330 Brechfa Forest)

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

High – “Attractive valley with steep wooded side, and agricultural land
on the lower lying land. Includes attractive areas of mixed woodland
such as above Pistyllgwyn.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

High – “A high degree of integrity, forest management tending to make
more use of continuous cover silvicultural systems on the valley sides,
so clear felling is being reduced.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

High –“Only valley of this scale and character in the county. Strong
sense of place created by the amount and variety of forest and
woodland cover on the valley sides. Distinctive views within and into the
valley from surrounding areas.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

High –“Only valley of this scale and character in the county.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

High –“Justified because of the scenic quality of the area a combination
of its topography and mix of land use forestry and agriculture. The
valley has a strong sense of place and this is widely recognised, there
is not another valley of this scale or type in the county, possibly the
nearest is the Upper Cothi Valley above Pumsaint. Woodlands and
forests are mixed and are moving towards continuous cover forestry
systems, so clear felling should be reduced in future years”

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTGL464 Pen-y-garn, CRMRTGL465 Graig-ddu

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH094 Brechfa Forest, CRMRTLH091 Pen y Garn

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL42449 Brechfa, CRMRTHL42425 Allt Bwlch-Y-Rhyd,
CRMRTHL42442 Banc Maes-Yr-Haidd

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTCL040 Brechfa Forest

Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP








medium-scale, enclosed landscape of hills and valleys
mosaic of woodland and grazed land with significant tree cover
landcover pattern of fields and mosaic woodland
historic value varies from low within the valley hillside of Allt BwlchY-Rhyd to high within the Banc Maes-Yr-Haidd aspect area
historically a good example of a Carmarthenshire lowland
agricultural landscape throughout the north of this area
culturally not rare, but of high value for its leisure and conservation
objectives


Special Landscape Area
Designation?





Relevant landscape
characteristics identified in the
field




Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line

majority of the area falls under the Cothi Valley SLA designation
UDP 2006
the whole of the area falls under the proposed Cothi Valley SLA
designation UDP 2011 awaiting approval
medium-scale landscape of moderately open structure on a sloping
hillside
mosaic of open pastoral fields mixed woodland and coniferous
plantation
irregular pastoral fields varying in size with high hedgerow
boundaries and few hedgerow trees following curving lines
existing wire-scape of telephone poles and low-voltage overhead
lines is considered to be consistent with general levels of wirescape within the wider route as a whole

medium-high

Visual Receptors
Residential

2no. scattered farms lie within the proposed route corridor

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

minor country lanes and farm access tracks, views of the north of the
area from the B4310

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

PRoW Llanfynydd 23, PRoW Llanfynydd 071,

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

Open Access Brechfa Forest Trails

Viewpoint Numbers

42, AVP8

General Visual Sensitivity

low


Landscape and Visual Summary

Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line

a designated, medium-scale, hillside landscape with mature
woodland and trees
comparatively low levels of visual receptors

medium




Likely residual effects of an
overhead line



the medium-scale of the landscape would assist in reducing the
prominence of the overhead line
the presence of mature trees and woodland would assist in
absorbing some of the visual effects of the overhead line
the existing gap between Allt Maes Yr Adwy and Allt Nant-y-Ffrwd
would allow the over head line to cross the ridge between trees
without significant losses of vegetation
the construction of the line would result in the loss of plantation and
broadleaf woodland, however felled areas of plantation trees would
be in character with the plantation landscape
additional screen planting is not considered to be practicable in
significantly mitigating visual effects within this area

Significance of likely residual
landscape and visual effects of
an overhead line

significant (moderate)

Case for Undergrounding

consideration of undergrounding not considered to be necessary in this
location

Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 21: Mynydd Figyn
Regional Landscape Character
Area Context

Pembroke and Carmarthen Foothills, Cambrian Mountains

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

Upland Grazing

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

CRMRTVS803 Mynydd Figyn* (CRMRTVS737 Mid Cothi Valley)

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

Moderate –“While the quality of the views from the area could be
considered to be of high scenic quality, the area itself scores moderate,
as a largely agricultural landscape.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

High –“A high degree of integrity with little interrupting the character of
this landscape.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

High –“This landscape has a distinct character with a series of repeated
features across the area.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

High –“Other similar areas in the county but all these elevated
landscape have their own character to some extent, this one being
more enclosed, and with fabulous views of the Beacons.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

High –“Scores high on integrity, character and rarity, and is considered
to score high overall. While the area affords extensive views to the
Beacons the area itself is not unique in the county but it nonetheless
differs from other plateau areas on account of the diverse habitat that it
contains. These contribute to the upland and exposed feel of the area.”

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTGL464 Pen-y-garn

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH094 Brechfa Forest, CRMRTLH088 Llanfynydd Common,
CRMRTLH089 Llanfynydd North

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL42425 Allt Bwlch-Y-Rhyd, CRMRTHL42442 Banc Maes-YrHaidd

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTCL040 Brechfa Forest, CRMRTCL061 Rural Carmarthenshire




Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP





Special Landscape Area
Designation?

an exposed, medium-scale plateau landscape
landcover pattern of fields and mosaic
fragment of upland habitat almost entirely consisting of blanket bog
adjacent to coniferous plantation
historic value varies from low within the plantation to high within the
Banc Maes-Yr-Haidd aspect area as a good example of a
Carmarthenshire upland fringe agricultural landscape with little
modern development
culturally not rare, but of high value for leisure and conservation
objectives

No (on fringes of Cothi Valley SLA)




Relevant landscape
characteristics identified in the
field






Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line

medium-large scale, exposed, wind-swept plateau
mosaic of heathland, coniferous plantation and pastoral fields
large area of unenclosed common land to the north and pastoral
fields to the south
fields are medium to large in size and mostly regular with a weak
field pattern
field boundaries follow geometric lines and consist of banks, fences
and old hawthorn hedges with mature, bushy wind-swept shrubs
sense of remoteness
existing wire-scape of telephone wires

low

Visual Receptors
Residential

no residential properties within the route corridor, some scattered farms
outside of the corridor may experience views

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

minor country lane for forest access

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

PRoW Llanfynydd 23

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

Open access woodland tracks

Viewpoint Numbers

45

General Visual Sensitivity

low


Landscape and Visual Summary

Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line

low



Likely residual effects of an
overhead line

an undesignated plateau landscape of medium – large scale with a
mosaic of coniferous plantation combined with agricultural and
heathland
comparatively very low numbers of visual receptors






the medium-scale of the landscape would assist in reducing the
prominence of the overhead line
the edge of the coniferous plantation would provide a background
of trees for the overhead line reducing the visual impact of the
development to the north of the area
the overhead line would appear against a sky background to the
south of the area due to the hillside topography, further
accentuated by the open structure of the landscape and lack of
mature hedgerow trees
comparatively low frequency of visual receptors in this area
additional screen planting is not considered to be practicable in
significantly mitigating visual effects within this area

Significance of likely residual
landscape and visual effects of
an overhead line

not significant (minor-moderate)

Case for Undergrounding

consideration of undergrounding not considered to be necessary in this
location

Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 22: Lower Cothi Valley – North Cwm Cothi
Regional Landscape Character
Area Context

Cambrian Mountains, Pembroke and Carmarthen Foothills

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

Mosaic Lowland Valleys

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

CRMRTVS153 Lower Cothi Valley* (CRMRTVS737 Mid Cothi Valley,
CRMRTVS803 Mynydd Figyn)

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

High –“A visually attractive and fairly dramatic river valley with a
pleasant mix of woodland, farmland and bracken slopes.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

High –“Little disrupts this landscape although recent forest
management has not always been ideal.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

Moderate –“A valley with a character similar to others tributary valleys
of the Tywi, while it is very attractive it is not necessarily distinctive,
possibly it could be considered to be a more dramatic landscape than
other tributaries.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

Moderate –“Similar to other tributary valley that join the Tywi, but
possibly more dramatic”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

High –“High on account of its dramatic scenic qualities and integrity.
The scenic quality of this area and its unspoilt and uninterrupted
character justify its evaluation as high.”

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTGL397 Maesygroes-Gwernogle cwms, CRMRTGL379 Afon
Twrch - Morais – Cothi, CRMRTGL484 Cothi cwms (S), CRMRTGL465
Graig-ddu, CRMRTGL464 Pen-y-garn, CRMRTGL481 Upton Hall

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH095 Brechfa Valleys, CRMRTLH094 Brechfa Forest,
CRMRTLH096 Cothi South of Brechfa, CRMRTLH089 Llanfynydd North

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL42449 Brechfa, CRMRTHL42450 Llanfynydd,
CRMRTHL42442 Banc Maes-Yr-Haidd, CRMRTHL42425 Allt Bwlch-YRhyd

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTCL040 Brechfa Forest, CRMRTCL061 Rural Carmarthenshire

Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP






a medium-scale, enclosed, hill and valley landscape
landcover pattern consists of fields and mosaic
historic value varies from low within the plantation to high within the
rest of the area as a good example of a Carmarthenshire
agricultural landscape
culturally not rare, but of high value for leisure and conservation
objectives

Special Landscape Area
Designation?



designated as part of Cothi Valley SLA in the UDP 2006 and the
LDP 2011 awaiting approval

Relevant landscape
characteristics identified in the
field



a medium- small scale, narrow v-shaped valley with dramatic
steeply sloping hillsides and prominent ridgelines
strong sense of enclosure within the valley created by the















Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line

topography and mature vegetation
a well wooded mosaic of pastoral fields, bracken, coniferous
plantation and mixed woodland
large areas of coniferous plantation and mixed woodland are
located on steep slopes
bands of mature broadleaf trees along the banks of the Cothi
pastoral fields located in the valley bottom and on less steeply
sloping valley sides
prominent areas of open farmland on hilltops
fields are irregular and range in size
strong pattern of field boundaries consisting of hedgerow and
mature trees in the valley bottom varying in line from geometric to
organic
river Cothi present in the valley bottom
area considered to be of high scenic value
tranquil, secluded landscape
existing wire-scape of telephone poles and low-voltage overhead
lines is considered to be consistent with general levels of wirescape within the wider route as a whole

very high

Visual Receptors
Residential

1no scattered farm within the route corridor, views also experienced by
residential receptors located on the B4310

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

B4310 and minor country lane

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

PRoW Llanfihangel Rhos y Corn27, PRoW Llanegwad77

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

open access forest tracks, angling club

Viewpoint Numbers

40

General Visual Sensitivity

medium-high (relatively few visual receptors but in a visually sensitive
location with tourist associations)


Landscape and Visual Summary

Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line

very high




Likely residual effects of an
overhead line

a designated, medium-small scale, enclosed valley of high scenic
value
variety of visual receptors with key framed views from the B4310






the prominence of the overhead line would be exaggerated due to
the enclosed nature of the valley
when viewed from the B4310 the valley sides would frame the
overhead line as it passes through fields to the north of the area,
accentuating its prominence and significantly affecting the
landscape character
the presence of large numbers of mature trees has the potential to
assist in absorbing the visual effects of the overhead line
the construction of the line would result in the removal of areas of
woodland in the valley bottom and across the valley sides
the hillside stream valley would assist in absorbing the visual
effects of the overhead line as it ascends the valley side with
mature trees reducing its visual prominence
the overhead line would be visually prominent against a sky
background as it crosses open farmland along the ridge line to the
south of the area
relatively low frequency of visual receptors, however visually



Significance of likely residual
landscape and visual effects of
an overhead line

sensitive location due to tourist associations
additional screen planting is not considered to be practicable in
significantly mitigating visual effects within this area

highly significant (major)

Potential adverse landscape and visual effects of undergrounding:


undergrounding in this location may result in the removal of some
mature trees along the valley bottom and hillside

Undergrounding recommended for wider consideration as a result of the
following:
Case for Undergrounding






the narrow V-shaped valley would frame the overhead line
accentuating its presence within the landscape
the visual prominence of a large engineered feature across the
ridgeline would be accentuated due to the sky background,
significantly adversely altering the character of this special
landscape area valued for its scenic beauty
the impact upon vegetation could be minimised by the careful
micro-siting of the route to avoid the largest areas woodland and
trees of high amenity value

Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 23: Lower Cothi Valley - South Cwm Cothi (Allt y Daren and Penfarch
Wood)
Regional Landscape Character
Area Context

Pembroke and Carmarthen Foothills

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

Mosaic Lowland Valleys

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

CRMRTVS153 Lower Cothi Valley * (CRMRTVS803 Mynydd Figyn)

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

High –“A visually attractive and fairly dramatic river valley with a
pleasant mix of woodland, farmland and bracken slopes.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

High –“Little disrupts this landscape although recent forest
management has not always been ideal.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

Moderate –“A valley with a character similar to others tributary valleys
of the Tywi, while it is very attractive it is not necessarily distinctive,
possibly it could be considered to be a more dramatic landscape than
other tributaries.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

Moderate –“Similar to other tributary valleys that join the Tywi, but
possibly more dramatic.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

High –“High on account of its dramatic scenic qualities and integrity.
The scenic quality of this area and its un-spolit and uninterrupted
character justify its evaluation as high.”

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTGL485 Banc-y-Darren, CRMRTGL484 Cothi cwms (S),
CRMRTGL491 Darren-fawr, CRMRTGL379 Afon Twrch - Morais –
Cothi, CRMRTGL481 Upton Hall, CRMRTGL465 Graig-ddu,
CRMRTGL464 Pen-y-garn

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH096 Cothi South of Brechfa, CRMRTLH089 Llanfynydd North

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL40215 Abergwili-Lanegwad Parish, CRMRTHL42450
Llanfynydd, CRMRTHL42442 Banc Maes-Yr-Haidd

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTCL040 Brechfa Forest, CRMRTCL061 Rural Carmarthenshire

Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP

Special Landscape Area
Designation?
Relevant landscape
characteristics identified in the
field






a medium-scale, enclosed, hill and valley landscape
landcover pattern consists of fields and mosaic
high historic value as a typical example of a Carmarthenshire
agricultural landscape
culturally not rare, but of high value for its leisure and conservation
objectives

Cothi Valley SLA (UDP2006 and LDP deposit 2011)



a medium- small scale, narrow v-shaped valley with dramatic
steeply sloping hillsides and prominent ridgelines
strong sense of enclosure within the valley created by the













Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line

topography and mature vegetation
a well wooded mosaic of pastoral fields, bracken, coniferous
plantation and mixed woodland
large areas of coniferous plantation and mixed woodland are
located on steep slopes
bands of mature broadleaf trees along the banks of the Cothi
pastoral fields located in the valley bottom and on less steeply
sloping valley sides
prominent areas of open farmland on hilltops
fields are irregular and range in size
strong pattern of field boundaries consisting of hedgerow and
mature trees in the valley bottom varying in line from geometric to
organic
river Cothi present in the valley bottom
area considered to be of high scenic value
tranquil, secluded landscape
existing wire-scape of telephone poles and low-voltage overhead
lines is considered to be consistent with general levels of wirescape within the wider route as a whole

very high

Visual Receptors
Residential

2no. scattered farms within the route corridor

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

minor country lanes and farm access track

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

PRoW Llanegwad 77

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

N/A

Viewpoint Numbers

44

General Visual Sensitivity

medium-high (relatively few visual receptors but within a visually
sensitive location with tourist associations)


Landscape and Visual Summary

Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line

very high



Likely residual effects of an
overhead line






Significance of likely residual
landscape and visual effects of
an overhead line

a designated, medium-small scale, enclosed valley of high scenic
value
a comparatively low number of visual receptors

the prominence of the overhead line would be exaggerated due to
the enclosed, medium-small scale nature of the valley
when viewed from the B4310 the valley sides would frame the
overhead line as it passes across the ridgeline to the east of the
area, accentuating its prominence and significantly affecting the
landscape character
the presence of large numbers of mature trees has the potential to
assist in absorbing the visual effects of the development
the construction of the line would result in the removal of areas of
woodland in the valley bottom and across the valley sides
comparatively low frequency of visual receptors, however visually
sensitive due to tourist associations
additional screen planting is not considered to be practicable in
significantly mitigating visual effects within this area

highly significant (major)

Potential adverse landscape and visual effects of undergrounding:


undergrounding in this location may result in the removal of mature
trees along the valley bottom and hillside

Undergrounding recommended for wider consideration as a result of the
following:
Case for Undergrounding






the enclosed nature of the narrow V-shaped valley would
accentuate the overhead line’s presence within the landscape
the visual prominence of a large engineered feature across the
ridgeline would be accentuated due to the sky background,
significantly adversely altering the character of this special
landscape area valued for its scenic beauty
the impact upon vegetation could be minimised by the careful
micro-siting of the route to avoid the largest areas woodland and
trees of high amenity value

Likely Residual Landscape and Visual Effects
Project Landscape Character Area 24: Mid Cothi Valley Southern Slopes South of Brechfa Village
Regional Landscape Character
Area Context

Cambrian Mountains

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Classification Level 3

Mosaic Lowland Valleys

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Aspect Areas (* denotes key
area from which classifications
and evaluations are taken)

CRMRTVS737 Mid Cothi Valley* (CRMRTVS153 Lower Cothi Valley)

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Scenic Quality Evaluation

High –“Attractive valley with steep wooded side, and agricultural land
on the lower lying land. Includes attractive areas of mixed woodland
such as above Pistyllgwyn.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Integrity Evaluation

High –“A high degree of integrity, forest management tending to make
more use of continuous cover silvicultural systems on the valley sides,
so clear felling is being reduced.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Character Evaluation

High –“Only valley of this scale and character in the county. Strong
sense of place created by the amount and variety of forest and
woodland cover on the valley sides. Distinctive views within and into the
valley from surrounding areas.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Rarity Evaluation

High –“Only valley of this scale and character in the county.”

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory
Overall Evaluation

High –“Scores high for all criteria, all criteria equally important. High
justified because of the scenic quality of the area a combination of its
topography and mix of land use forestry and agriculture. The valley has
a strong sense of place and this is widely recognised, there is not
another valley of this scale or type in the county, possibly the nearest is
the Upper Cothi Valley above Pumsaint. Woodlands and forests are
mixed and are moving towards continuous cover forestry systems, so
clear felling should be reduced in future years.”

Geological Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTGL363 Gilfachgoch, CRMRTGL397 Maesygroes-Gwernogle
cwms, CRMRTGL485 Banc-y-Darren, CRMRTGL397 MaesygroesGwernogle cwms, CRMRTGL484 Cothi cwms (S)

Landscape Habitat Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTLH096 Cothi South of Brechfa, CRMRTLH095 Brechfa Valleys,
CRMRTLH094 Brechfa Forest

Historic Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTHL42448 Banc-Y-Darren, CRMRTHL42449 Brechfa

Cultural Landscape Aspect
Areas:

CRMRTCL040 Brechfa Forest

Key relevant landscape
characteristics identified by
LANDMAP







medium-scale, enclosed landscape of hills and valleys
mosaic of woodland and grazed land with significant tree cover
landcover pattern of fields and mosaic woodland
historically a good example of a Carmarthenshire lowland and
upland fringe agricultural landscape
culturally not rare, but of high value for its leisure and conservation
objectives

Special Landscape Area
Designation?




partially designated as Cothi Valley UDP2006
proposals to extend the Cothi Valley designation to cover the whole
area under the LDP2011 awaiting approval




medium-scale, well wooded landscape
heavily undulating hill and valley topography crossing the
moderately open Afon Pib river valley to the west and the ridge of
Banc y Darren to the east
mosaic of pastoral farmland, broadleaf woodland and coniferous
plantation
irregular relatively open field structure broken by large blocks of
both deciduous and coniferous woodland
coniferous plantation found on higher slopes
field boundaries of banks, hedgerow and bands of mature trees
follow a combination of geometric and organic lines
small areas of open upland grazing characterised by rough boggy
ground with small wind-blown hawthorn trees and post and wire
field boundaries
existing wire-scape of telegraph poles and low-voltage overhead
lines is considered to be consistent with general levels of wirescape within the wider route as a whole



Relevant landscape
characteristics identified in the
field






Landscape Sensitivity to an
Overhead Line

medium-high

Visual Receptors
Residential

4no. Scattered farms within the route corridor

Roads (inc. tourist routes)

B4301, minor country lanes and farm access roads

Footpaths and Cycle Routes

PRoW Llanegwad 73, Llanegwad 74

Open Access Areas/ Leisure

NA

Viewpoint Numbers

43

General Visual Sensitivity

medium (longer distance views available across the valley to these
slopes)


Landscape and Visual Summary

Overall Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity to an Overhead Line

medium




Likely residual effects of an
overhead line



Significance of likely residual
landscape and visual effects of
an overhead line

a designated, medium-scale, moderately wooded, hill and valley
landscape
relatively low number of varying visual receptors

the moderately wooded, relatively open valley would have the
ability to absorb the visual effects of the overhead line
the medium scale of the landscape would assist in reducing the
prominence of the overhead line
possibility of sky backgrounds as the overhead line crosses the
ridge of Banc Y Daren which would increase the prominence of the
development, however mature hedgerow trees would assist in
absorbing some of the visual effects
comparatively low frequency of visual receptors within the area,
however long distance views available from the wider landscape
additional screen planting is not considered to be practicable in
significantly mitigating visual effects within this area

significant (moderate)

Case for Undergrounding

consideration of undergrounding not considered to be necessary in this
location

Preliminary Landscape and Visual Assessment

Annex B: Baseline Photographs
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